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1. OUR'VISION 
 
“A"Learning"Community"where"each"is"free"to"be"and"grow"towards"the"realization"of"his/her"highest"
human"potential"through"a"harmonious"integration"of"spirit,"heart,"mind"and"body.”!
!

A'Message'to'Students'
!
Dear!Students,!
!
This!slim!volume!is!written!with!you!in!mind.!You!should!refer!to!it!when!you!have!a!question!about!
how!or!why!we!do!things!at!The!Heritage!School,!Rohini.!It!is!not!a!“rule!book,”!but!rather!a!set!of!
principles! and! guidelines! that! create! a! common! understanding! of! how! a! learning! community!
works—through!selfEdiscipline,!mutual!respect!and!conscious!choice!to!participate!as!partners!for!
the!common!good.!
!
Though!most!of!our!policies!remain!the!same!from!year!to!year,!some!get!updated!to!reflect!new!
mandates!from!CBSE!or!the!Department!of!Education.!!In!some!cases,!we!have!updated!our!policies!
to! reflect! student! input!or! changing!perspectives.! Some! sections! that!were!not! so! relevant! in! the!
past! will! become! more! important! to! you! as! you! get! more! involved! in! activities! or! leadership!
opportunities,!or!as!you!explore!the!facilities!and!resources!that!are!constantly!being!expanded!and!
upgraded!to!support!your!learning!environment.!
!
Please! read! this! book! carefully,! with! the! understanding! that! it! is! meant! to! be! a! tool! for! you! to!
ensure!your!success!at!this!school,!and!to!help!you!to!avoid!the!pitfalls!that!might!undermine!that!
success.!
!

A'Message'to'Parents'
!
Dear!Parents,!
!
This!parentEstudent!handbook!outlines!the!major!policies!and!procedures!that!have!been!designed!
to!ensure!that!we!can!work!together!as!a!team!to!fulfill!our!primary!vision!for!the!school,!which!we!
know!you!share.!
!
Some!of!these!policies!are!old!and!familiar!and!originate!from!this!community;!others!are!new!or!
revised! and! owe! their! inspiration! from! other! schools! and! organizations! that! are! partners! in!
delivering!educational!excellence!around!the!globe.!We!have!done!our!best! to!acknowledge! these!
partners!along!the!way.!
!
We!hope! that! you! receive! this!handbook! in! the! spirit! in!which! it!was!designed!—not! as! the! sum!
total! of!what!we!are,! but! as! a!platform! from!which! to! continue! to! grow!and!evolve! as! a! learning!
community.! We! expect! that! the! document! will! change! and! expand—and! that! our! students! and!
parents!will!take!an!active!part! in!shaping!and!refining!these!shared!agreements!as!our!dynamics!
change!and!our!Programmes!expand.!Please!read!it!carefully.!
!
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The'Dharmic'Principles:'Our'Values 
 

Freedom'to'be,'learn'and'grow 
 
The!Heritage! community!will! provide! the! space! to! be,! learn! and! grow! to! all! its!members.! It!will!
strive!to!nurture!the!freedom!of!choice!in!learning!and!doing,!without!in!any!way!compromising!the!
rigor!and!discipline!of!learning. 
 

Attentiveness 
 
We! will! commit! to! practice! and! foster! a! state! of! attentiveness! to! all! our! thoughts! and! actions.!
Attentiveness! involves! giving! ourselves! completely! to! the! present! moment! and! silencing! our!
insecurities,!fears!and!unwanted!thoughts.!Attentiveness!is!the!first!step!towards!selfless!love!and!
compassion. 
 

Respect 
 
The! Heritage! community! will! always! respect! what! one! is! and! can! become.!We!will! endeavor! to!
instill! respect! for! the! work! we! do,! the! people! we! engage! with,! the! things! we! use,! and! the!
environment!we!live!in.!Above!all,!we!will!foster!and!strengthen!a!sense!of!respect!for!oneself. 
 

Excellence 
 
We!will! do! the! utmost! to! nurture! a! culture! and! habit! of! excellence! and! actively! encourage! high!
standards! of! character,! behavior! and! action.!We!will! equally! discourage!mediocrity,! carelessness!
and!negligence!in!thought,!word!and!action. 
 

Inclusion 
 
The! Heritage! community! will! encourage! the! principle! of! inclusion! which! will! ensure! fair!
opportunity! and! equal! attention! to! all! those! who! come! to! Heritage,! without! any! discrimination!
whatsoever. 
 

Authenticity 
 
The! school! will! encourage! and! enable! in! thought,! word! and! deed,! authenticity! of! being! and!
transparency,!and!by!implication!discourage!all!acts!of!hypocrisy,!pretension!and!double!standards. 
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2. Admissions'and'Inclusion'Policy'
!!!
At!The!Heritage! School,!we! seek! to! create! a!diverse! learning! community! that!welcomes! students!
who!bring!a!full!range!of!gifts!and!experiences!that!represent!the!diversity!of!the!human!spectrum,!
including!ethnicity,!religion,!nationality,!culture!and!community.!We!also!recognize!that!we!must!be!
equipped!and!prepared!to!support!each!of!our!students!individually,!as!well!as!all!of!our!students!
collectively,!to!achieve!their!full!potential!in!this!environment!and!within!the!vision!and!mission!of!
this!particular!learning!community,!which!is!designed!to!be!inclusive.!
!
The!Heritage!School!believes!that!all!children!should!be!given!equal!opportunity!to!learn!and!play!
together.! More! importantly,! we! believe! that! as! a! learning! community! it! is! our! responsibility! to!
support!each!of!our!students!in!reaching!their!own!goals,!at!their!own!pace!and!according!to!their!
own!highest!purpose!for!which!their!unique!talents!and!abilities!best!equip!them.!At!the!same!time,!
we!expect!students!to!respect!and!appreciate!what!is!unique!in!each!of!their!classmates,!learning!to!
work!collaboratively!to!ensure!that!each!student!is!allowed!and!expected!to!contribute!positively!to!
the!community.!
!
Inclusion!does!not!mean!that!we!treat!all!children!the!same;!on!the!contrary,!supporting!each!child!
means! that,!while!we!treat!all!children!equally,!we!also!recognize! that!children!do!not!develop!at!
the!same!rate,!nor!do!they!achieve!success!according!to!one!standardized!definition.!We!work!from!
the!fundamental!belief!that!children!reach!understanding!or!mastery!of!the!same!concept!or!skill!at!
different!rates!and!that!this!is!not!only!normal!but!desirable.!
!
We!are!guided!by!these!policies:!
!

1. We! believe! it! is! important! for! parents! to! understand! and! embrace! our! vision! and!
mission,!including!our!Dharmic!Principles!and!our!instructional!practices,!which!are!
holistic!and!experiential!by!design.!2. !

3. We!therefore!focus!on!engaging!with!parents!so!that!they!can!make!a!conscious!choice.!!
4. As!we! have! limited! seats! available,! we! have! adopted! a! fair! and! transparent! process!

designed!to!admit!students!in!our!Pre!School!class.!!!
5. Students!who!seek!admission!to!our!school!from!Pre!primary!through!Class!11!should!

expect!to!go!through!a!process!whereby!we!observe!and!interact!with!them!and!with!
their!parents,! in!order! to!make! the!best!possible!decision!regarding!placement!and!
support.!!

6. We!reserve!the!right!to!prioritize!admission,!particularly!of!students!who!are!already!
matriculating!at!another!school!in!the!community,!on!the!basis!of!best!fit.!

7. Parents!are!expected!to!make!a!good'faith'disclosure'of'any'suspected'or'identified'
special'needs'when' they'apply' for' admissions,! to!ensure!that!we!can!take!these!
needs!into!account!either!in!the!regular!classroom!or!with!support!for!special!needs.!!

'

Admissions'Process'
Students!in!the!PreEschool!are!admitted!according!to!the!guidelines!given!by!The!Directorate!of!
Education.!!

a. Parents! initiate! the! admissions! process! when! they! fill! out! an! online!
application!according!to!the!instructions!on!our!website.!!

b. The!following!criteria.!:!!!
Age!criteria!must!be!met!according!to!the!date!of!birth!parameters!
posted!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!We!use!a!point!system!based!on!proximity!to!school(Distance!
Criteria)!

When!applications!exceed!seats!available!draw!of!lots!is!carried!out!
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between!the!applicants!who!have!the!same!point!scores!in!front!of!the!
parents.!!
25%! Seats! are! reserved! for! children! from! economically! weaker!
background.!!

!
For! all! students! applying! to! enter!PreEPrimary! through!Class! X,! admissions! are! based! on!
availability!of!seats.!
!

1. Admission! from! Preprimary! to! Grade! VIII! are! based! on! a! combination! of! factors,!
previous!academic!and!behavioral!records!and!interactions!with!admissions!staff!and!
/!or!school!administrators!!!

2. Class! IX! onwards! admissions! happen! on! the! basis! of! a! selection! test,! one! on! one!
interaction!with!the!student.!The!admission!test!result!or!the!admission!paper!will!not!
be!shared!with!the!parents!and!the!just!decision!is!taken!internally.!

3. At!the!time!of!the!admission!test,!the!parent!should!deposit!the!report!card!of!the!latest!
semester!and!the!previous!year.!!

4. In!case!the!student!clears!the!admission!test!but!the!seat!is!unavailable,!the!student!will!
be!added!to!a!waiting!list.!!!

5. Kindly!note!that!this!waiting!list!is!maintained!internally!and!not!shared!with!parents.!
As! and!when! a! seat! becomes! available! for! the! successful! candidate,! the! school! will!
send!intimation!to!the!parent!to!complete!the!necessary!formalities!and!deposit!fees.!!!

6. The!fee!deposit!and!the!necessary!formalities!are!to!be!completed!by!the!parents!within!
the!stipulated!time!frame,!failing!which!the!seat!will!be!granted!to!the!next!student!in!
the!waitlist.!!

!
Students!applying!for!class!XI!,!whether!internal!candidates!or!applying!from!another!school,!will!go!
through!a!thorough!process!that!includes!aptitude!testing!,one!Eon!Eone!!career!counseling!with!the!
student! and! the! Parents.! The! admission! to! a! stream! is! given! on! the! recommendations! of! the!
Psychologist!after!Aptitude!testing!and!counseling,!academic!performance!of!the!children!in!class!IX!
and!X!and!teacher’s!recommendation.!The!school!Principal!reserves!the!right!to!allocate!stream!to!
these!children!!o!The!school!Principal!reserves!the!right!to!allocate!stream!to!the!children.!
!

Admission'and'Enrollment'of'Students'with'Special'Needs'!
School!does!not!have!a!separate!unit! for!Special!Needs!and!may!be!only!able! to!cater! to!children!
with!mild!academic!gaps,!learning!disability!and!hearing!and!locomotive!impairment.!The!school!is!
not!equipped!to!handle!children!with!acute!autism,!severe!neurological!or!physical!disabilities.!
!
!
The!school!has!2!counselors!and!4!special!educators!who!observe!and!identify!children!with!special!
needs.! Parents! are! recommended! to! get! the! psychoE! educational! assessment! done! from! outside!
experts.!The!detailed!report!needs!to!be!submitted!to!the!school! for!necessary!intervention.!Child!
diagnosed!with! special! needs!will! be! accompanied! by! the! special! educator! or! a! shadow! teacher!
provided!by!the!parent.!The!individual!Educational!Plans!will!be!prepared!by!the!assisting!special!
educators!or!the!shadow!teachers!under!the!guidance!of!the!school!special!educators.!An!external!
assessment!of!the!child’s!educational!and!functional!needs!to!be!conducted!again!when!the!child!is!
age!13!or!in!class!VII,!whichever!is!early.!This!is!being!done!in!order!to!create!a!transition!plan!for!
the!child!and!to!decide!whether!Class!X!(CBSE),!vocational!!curriculum!should!be!followed!until!the!
child!leaves!school.!!!
Students! with! special! needs! applying! for! Class! XI! will! go! through! a! thorough! process! that!
includes! feedback! from! the! teachers! about! the! academic! /! behavior! performance,! aptitude!
testing!and!an!interview!with!the!psychologist!to!determine!stream!selection!and!course!options.!!!
!!
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Enrollment'
!

1. Once!students!have!been!granted!admission!for!a!new!term,!they!are!expected!to!enroll!
from!the!first!day!of!the!session.!

2. Parents!will!be!expected!to!meet!all!financial!obligations!(fees!and!charges)!before!the!
students!begin!attending!school.!

3. If! students! seek! enrollment! on! any! date! after! the! beginning! of! the! new! session,! they!
need! to! inform! the! same! at! the! reception! clearly! stating! all! details! of! the! child!
including!admission!no.!The!parents!are!expected!to!pay!full!fees!from!the!beginning!
of!the!session.!

4. In!the!case!of!withdrawal!after!the!opening!of!the!school!but!before!the!delayed!date!of!
joining,! the!parent! is! required! to!pay! the! fee! as!per! the! rules! applicable! to! students!
who!have!joined!the!school.!!

5. Details! regarding! fees! and! payment! dates,! as! provided! to! parents! at! the! time! of!
enrollment,!are!strictly!followed.!

6. In!the!case!of!withdrawal!after!the!opening!of!the!session!but!before!the!date!of!joining,!
parents!are!expected!to!pay!the!fees!as!per!our!policy.!!

7. For!information!on!withdrawal,!see!the!Withdrawal!section!of!this!handbook.!
8. For!more!information!regarding!fees,!check!the!Fees!section!of!this!handbook.!
9. A! student! will! be! allowed! to! attend! the! class! only! after! submitting! a! School! Leaving!

Certificate,! Municipal! Certificate! of! Birth! (Original! along! with! photocopy),! other!
relevant!documents,!fees!and!other!charges!as!per!the!fee!schedule.!!

3. Language'Policy'
!
At!The!Heritage!School,!we!believe!language!is!a!vital!tool!for!learning,!communicating!and!being!an!
active! member! of! a! global! society.! Our! Language! Policy! communicates! to! all! stakeholders! the!
teachingElearning! philosophy,! processes! and! practices! along! with! a! balanced! approach! towards!
learning! of! the! languages! acknowledging! the! range! of! abilities! and! diversities! within! the! school!
community.!
'

Guiding'Principles'
!

Every! learning!experience! is!a! literacy!experience.!We! think! through! language.!We!speak!and!
listen! through! language.! We! read! through! language! and! we! write! through! language.! Every!
aspect!of!our!lives!is!governed!by!language.!!

!

It! follows,! therefore,! that! language! teaching! and! learning! are! key! components! to! the!
development!of!our!students.!We!also!believe!in!the!idea!of!inclusivity!in!culture!and!language,!
including! the! importance! of! providing! opportunity! to! learn! mother! tongue/! local! language!
within!the!curriculum.!!

!

We! believe! that! language! acquisition! is! best! supported! by! a! language! rich! environment,! that!
teachers! are! role!models! for! using! and! learning! language,! and! that! they! can! foster! a! positive!
attitude!to!language!and!literature.!!

!

The!language!of!instruction!used!to!deliver!the!curriculum!at!the!Heritage!School!is!English,!one!
of!the!official!languages!of!India.!The!language!of!the!region!is!Hindi!and!in!fact!Hindi!is!also!the!
mother' tongue' or' first' language' of! many! of! our! students! and! staff,! though! other! mother!
tongues!also!include!Assamese,!Bengali,!Tamil,!Gujarati,!Malayalam!and!Marathi,!among!others.!
The!mother"tongue"language!is!the!one!that!is!most!strongly!linked!to!the!culture!with!which!an!
individual!identifies!as!his!or!her!culture!of!origin,!and!often!is!the!language!used!in!the!home.!
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The!first"language!is!the!one!in!which!the!individual!is!most!proficient.!!
!

We! recognize! that! a! strong! level! of! competency! in! the! mother! tongue! or! first! language! of!
students! can! be! an! important! ingredient! in! their! success! as! learners! of! additional! languages.!
Extensive" brain" research" has" also" proven" that" fluency" in" two" or"more" languages" has" a" positive"
impact"on"cognitive"development." In"particular," researchers"have" found" that" learning" languages"
leads"directly"to"the""growth""of"the"hippocampus"C"the"deep"structure"of"the"brain"responsible"for"
the" development" of" new" knowledge," orientation" in" space" and" the" consolidation" of" shortCterm"
memory" into" longCterm"memory."Additional! benefits,! including! cultural! understanding! and! the!
ability! to! communicate! in! an! increasingly! interconnected! world,! make! a! compelling! case! for!
language! instruction.! Therefore,! in! addition! to! offering! instruction! in! English! and! Hindi,! The!
Heritage!School!introduces!a!third!language!in!Middle!School—either!Sanskrit!or!French.!

!
We!recognize! that,! since! language! is!central! to! learning,!all! teachers!are,! in!practice,! language!
teachers! with! responsibilities! in! facilitating! communication.! The' primary' medium' of'
instruction' is' English,! keeping! in!mind! the! importance! of! English! as! the!most! widely! used!
language! in! education! and! in! global! communication.! Teachers! should! encourage! students! to!
speak!English!in!class,!but!should!be!aware!that!students!may!benefit! from!help!from!another!
student! in! their!mother! tongue! in!which! they!are!not!only! linguistically!more! competent,! but!
can!also!think!in!more!easily.!

'

Differentiation,'Remediation'and'Enrichment'!

1. Most! importantly,!we! recognize! that!students' acquire' language' skills' at' different' rates'
and'through'a'variety'of'methods,'which!must!be!employed!regularly.!

2. This!means!that!reading' instruction'must'be'differentiated'at'all' times,!using!diagnostic!
tools!to!determine!individual!reading!level,!strengths!and!weaknesses.!

3. Enrichment' and' remediation' must' be' continuous' and' ongoing,! so! that! gaps! and!
weaknesses! are! addressed! at! the! earliest! possible! opportunity! through! ongoing!
assessments!and!appropriate!interventions.!

4. This!also!means! that! if' any' student' has' an' identified' learning' disability' in' the' area' of'
language' acquisition,' the' focus' of' language' development' for' him' or' her' will' be'
English.'Class!periods!set!aside!for!the!study!of!additional! languages,! including!Hindi,!will!
be!used!for!additional!instruction!and!remediation!in!English.!!

4. Academic'Rigor'and'Excellence 
 
“The"aim"of"education"must"be"the"training"of"independently"acting"and"thinking"individuals” 
 
CCAlbert"Einstein 
 
Heritage! firmly! believes! that! true! academic! excellence! and! success! can! only! be! achieved! when!
students! are! driven! by! their! own! intrinsic! desire! to! learn.! This! happens! when! students! find!
meaning,!make!connections!to!prior!knowledge!within!an!authentic!context,!and!discover!purpose!
and!joy!in!learning.!Children!and!adolescents!thrive!when!they!are!challenged!to!reach!new!heights!
of!skill!development!and!plunge!new!depths!of!insight—and!this,!we!believe,!is!the!true!definition!
of!rigor. 
 
Creating! this! sort! of! learning! environment! starts! by! empowering! teachers! and! supporting! them!
with!the!resources!they!need!to!genuinely!transform!the!classroom!from!a!place!where!students!are!
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the! passive! recipients! of! “content”! to! an! interactive!workshop,! laboratory,! field! or! studio!where!
students! and! teachers! together! uncover! knowledge! and! discover! truth! through! a! process! of!
experience,!reflection!and!dialogue!that!leads!to!genuine,!enduring!understanding. 
 
This! necessarily! requires! that! students! are! grounded! firmly! in! basic! skills! which! transcend!
individual!disciplines,!such!as!focused!observation,!accurate!documentation,!thorough!assimilation!
of! information,! comparison! and! contrast! of! multiple! views,! analysis! and! synthesis! of! ideas! and!
information! and,! ultimately,! the! generation! of! something! entirely! new! and! original.! This! process!
happens!in!the!Junior'Program,!when!we!lay!the!foundation!in!such!essential!academic!disciplines!
as!mathematics,!reading!and!writing,!through!thematic!units!that!tap!into!children’s!innate!curiosity!
and!inquiring!minds. 
 
Learning!how!to!learn!is!a!crucial!aspect!of!the!middle!years.!In!the!Middle'Program,'the!teachingE
learning! experience! is! a! balanced! amalgamation! of! handsEon! project! work! and! analyses! of!
experiences! to! construct! concepts,! knowledge! and! skill! sets! modeled! around! interdisciplinary!
learning! expeditions! based! in! the! real! life! contexts.! This! provides! the! child! with! a! realElife!
connection!that!is!important!for!experiential!learning.!These!integrated!Learning!Expeditions!foster!
holistic! growth!and!development!of! children,!using! real! and!personal! experiences!as! a!pedagogic!
medium!of! teaching,! learning!and!growth!and!building!a!culture!of!excellence!and!craftsmanship.!
Most!projects! are! interEdisciplinary! and!provide! a! context,! problem!or!purpose! that! children! can!
relate!to.!
 
By! the! time! the! students! make! the! transition! to! the! Senior' Program,! the! foundation! has! been!
established! and! they! are! ready! to!move! into! ever!more! complex! and! abstract! levels! of! academic!
pursuit,!as!the!subjects!diverge!into!discreet!disciplines!and,!ultimately,!converge!again!in!streams!
that! prepare! students! for! higher! education! and! careers.! While! we! recognize! that! we! need! to!
prepare! students! to! “crack! the! boards”,! we! continue! to! believe! that! we! must! help! them! find!
connections!and!meaning!if!they!are!to!succeed!ultimately—which!means!that!they!actually!retain!
what! they!have! learned!and! can! access! it! for! future! learning,! far!beyond! shortEterm! recall!which!
gets!them!from!one!paperEpencil!test!to!the!next. 
 
We! recognize! that,! while! the! examination! system! continues! to! be! the! gateway! to! India’s! most!
esteemed! colleges,!we!must! go! beyond! the! syllabus! and! incorporate!what! are! often! identified! as!
21st!century!skills!to!truly!prepare!our!students!to!take!their!place!as!productive,!creative!members!
of! a! complex,! increasingly! interdependent! global! society.! It! is! no! coincidence! that! changes!
advocated! by! the! NCERT! and! articulated! by! national! and! international! leaders! in! educational!
excellence! coincide!with!principles!we! are! already! implementing—and! that!we! are! rapidly!being!
celebrated! for! our! “innovative! pedagogy”! and! the! degree! to! which! we! invest! in! teacher!
empowerment!and!resources. 
 
As!we!complement!our!academic!core!with!a!full!range!of!coEcurricular!offerings,!such!as!visual!arts!
and!crafts,!music,!physical!education!and!theatre,!not!to!mention!educational!and!adventurous!field!
trips,! internships! and! service! opportunities,! we! are! confident! that! we! are! providing! the! best!
education! available! to! our! students! anywhere—and! we! believe! that! the! parents! and! students!
recognize!this!as!well. 

5. Academic'Honesty 
 
(Adapted% From% Anaheim% Union% High% School% District% and% American% International% School% West,%
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Egypt) 
 
Academic!honesty!and!personal!integrity!are!fundamental!components!of!a!student‘s!education!and!
character!development.!The!school!expects!that!students!and!staff!will!not!cheat,!lie,!plagiarize,!or!
commit! other! acts! of! academic! dishonesty.! The! academically! honest! student! produces! work!
representative! of! his/her! own! efforts! and! abilities,! whereas! the! academically! dishonest! student!
attempts! to! show! knowledge! and! skills! he/she! does! not! possess! by! claiming! it! as! his/her! own.!
Academic! dishonesty! may! take! many! forms;! moreover,! the! practice! of! academic! dishonesty!
undermines! the! purposes! of! education! and! denies! the! student! his/her! right! to! personal! and!
academic!integrity. 
 
One! of! the! hallmarks! of! the! Heritage! Student,! as! reflected! in! our! Dharmic' Principles,! is!
authenticity,'which!also!means!transparency!and!of!course!implies!honesty!and!integrity!as!well.!
Authenticity! is! the! antithesis! of! dishonesty,! particularly! when! it! comes! to! originality! and!
genuineness!of!thought,!word!and!deed. 
 
When!learners!take!the!responsibility!for!their!own!actions!and!consequences!that!accompany!
them!it!brings!a!strong!sense!of!fairness,!justice!and!respect!for!the!dignity!of!the!individual,!groups!
and!communities.!It!requires!learners!to!think!critically!and!creatively!to!recognize!and!approach!
complex!problems!and!make!reasoned,!ethical!decisions.!This!would!mean!that!Heritage!Student!
would!exercise!scrupulous!standards!of!honesty!and!integrity!in!all!pursuits—and!would!exercise!
vigilance!in!avoiding!malpractice!in!any!form!or!context. 
 
Definitions'of'Academic'Dishonesty 
 

1. Cheating! is! using! dishonest!means! in! an! attempt! to! obtain! credit! for! academic!work.! The!
following! offenses,! including! but! not! limited! to! those! below,! are! considered! examples! of!
cheating:!!
!

a. Using/providing!notes,!documents,!answers,!aids,!or!helping!another!student!
on!any!assessment!(i.e.! test,!quiz,!exam,!etc.)!or!assignment!unless!expressly!
permitted!by!the!teacher.!!

b. Utilizing! communication/electronic! devices! to! send! or! obtain! unauthorized!
information.!

c. Taking!any!assessment!in!the!place!of!another!student,!or!allowing!someone!
else!to!take!an!assessment!in!one‘s!place.!!

d. Looking!at!another!student‘s!paper,!talking!during!an!assessment,!or!violating!
any!other!expressed!directions!given!by!the!teacher.!!

e. Tampering!with!teacher!materials!and/or!student!records.!!
!

2. Plagiarism' is!any!use!of!another! individual‘s! ideas,!words,!or!work!without!giving!him/her!
appropriate!credit.!Plagiarism!includes,!but!is!not!limited!to!the!following:!!

Misuse!of!published!material!or!material!acquired!from!Internet!sources,!and/or!
the!work!of!another!student.!The!following!offenses,!including!but!not!limited!to!
those!below,!are!considered!examples!of!plagiarism:!!

a. Paraphrasing!or!copying!any!source!without!giving!proper!credit!to!
the!author.!!

b. Not!using!denotation!when!citing!sources.!!
c. Turning! in! any! assignment,! which! is! not! based! on! one’s! own!

research,!and!writing.!!
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3. Fabrication' is! inventing! information,! falsifying! research/projects,! and/or! using! other!
products! with! the! intent! to! deceive.! The! following! offenses,! including! but! not! limited! to!
those!below,!are!considered!examples!of!fabrication:!!

!
a. Creating!a! false! reason! to! receive!special! consideration! for!an!assessment!

or!assignment.!!
b. Citing!information!not!taken!from!the!source!indicated.!!
c. Submitting! a! paper,! lab! report,! or! other! academic! exercise! containing!

falsified!data!or!evidence.!
d. Tampering'with!teacher!materials!and/or!student!records!for!purposes!of!

cheating!or!fabrication.!!
!

4. Collusion/Copying' is!another!form!of!dishonesty,!by!which!a!student!takes!credit!for!work!
done!by!another!student,!by!copying!it!verbatim!or!In!essence!and!submitting!it!as!his!or!her!
own.!This!includes!copying!answers!on!a!test!as!well!as!copying!assignments!or!homework!
that!is!intended!to!be!original!work.!

!

Students!who!indulge!in!any!of!the!aboveEmentioned!malpractices!are!subject!to!disciplinary!action.!
These!may!be!treated!as!non!negotiable.!
!
Other'forms'of'malpractice:!
!

1. Taking!unauthorized!material!into!an!examination!room!(such!as!cell/mobile!phone,!written!
notes).!

2. Leaving!and/or!accessing!unauthorized!material!in!a!bathroom/restroom!that!may!be!visited!
during!an!examination.!

3. Misconduct! during! an! examination,! including! any! attempt! to! disrupt! the! examination! or!
distract!another!candidate.!

4. Exchanging! information!or! in!any!way!supporting! the!passing!on!of! information! to!another!
candidate!about!the!content!of!an!examination.!

5. Failing!to!comply!with!the!instructions!of!the!invigilator!or!other!member!of!the!school’s!staff!
responsible!for!the!conduct!of!the!examination.!

6. Impersonating!another!candidate.!
7. Stealing!examination!papers.!
8. Using! an!unauthorized! calculator!during! an! examination,! or! using! a! calculator!when!one! is!

not!permitted!for!the!examination!paper.!
9. Disclosing! or! discussing! the! content! of! an! examination! paper! with! a! person! outside! the!

immediate!school!community!within!24!hours!after!the!examination.!!
10. Consequences! for! all! of! these! forms! of! academic! honesty! are! outlined! in! the!Discipline'

Matrix.!
!

Establishing'a'Culture'of'Integrity'and'Honesty'
!

School!leadership!must!ensure!that!all!teachers!and!students:!!!

1. Understand!what!constitutes!academic!honesty,!an!authentic!piece!of!work!and!
intellectual!property.!

2. Receive!guidance!on!study!skills,!academic!writing,!how!to!conduct!research!and!how!to!
acknowledge!sources.!
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3. Understand!what!constitutes!malpractice!(particularly!plagiarism,!collusion!and!
misconduct!during!an!examination).!

4. Know!the!consequences!of!being!found!guilty!of!malpractice.!!
!
Teachers!must:!!

1. Provide!students!with!enough!opportunities!to!exercise!integrity.!
2. Design!assignments!so!that!they!foster!critical!thinking!and!originality!and!discourage!

plagiarism!or!copying.!
3. Hold!students!accountable!for!strict!compliance!by!imposing!consistent!and!

transparent!consequences!for!malpractice.!
!

!
Students!must:!!!

1. Agree!in!principle!to!abide!by!these!policies.!!
2. Articulate! their!understanding!of! the! scope!and! intention!of! the!policies,! grounded! in!

the!fundamental!value!of!integrity.!!
3. Sign!a!contract!pledging!to!abide!by!the!policies.!

!
Investigating'and'responding'to'allegations'of'malpractice'!

!

1. Internal!assessments!and!assignments.!
2. If!a!teacher!or!another!student!makes!an!accusation!of!malpractice,!the!subject!teacher!must!

conduct!an!investigation.!
3. If!evidence!is!found!to!support!the!allegation,!the!matter!can!be!handled!in!the!following!

manner,!as!consistent!with!our!Discipline!Matrix:!!
4. Misrepresentation!or!copying!of!homework:!the!student(s)!must!do!the!assignment!again!and!

receive!no!credit!for!copied!work!!
5. More!serious!incidents,!such!as!cheating!or!copying!on!a!daily!assignment!or!repeated!minor!

incidents,!would!result!in!loss!of!credit!for!the!assignment(s)!as!well!as!behavior!probation!
and!/!or!suspension!!

6. More!serious!incidents,!such!as!cheating!on!a!test!or!blatant!plagiarism!or!repeated!incidents!
of!a!less!serious!nature,!or!a!serious!violation!of!our!internet!policy!(such!as!impersonation!
or!identity!theft)!could!result!in!rustication!!

6. Class'Group'Assignments'
!
The!school!takes!full!responsibility!for!making!the!best!possible!assignments!of!students!to!classes!
at!the!time!of!admission!or!when!classes!move!from!one!level!to!the!next.!Class!teachers,!counselors!
and! program! leaders! take! a! variety! of! factors! into! account,! such! as! gender! balance! and! social!
dynamics,! when! they! create! class! groupings.! This! includes! decisions! regarding! siblings,!who! are!
generally!assigned!separate!class!sections.!
!
The' Heritage' School' follows' a' policy' of' “shuffling”' classes' from' year' to' year.! It! is! our!
professional!observation,! supported!by! research!and!best!practice! that! students!benefit! from! the!
opportunity! to!make!new! friends!and!work!with!new!educators!on!a! regular!basis.!Teachers!will!
purposefully!ensure! that!positive!and!supportive! social! relationships!are!kept! intact!but!will! also!
deliberately!intervene!when!dominance!or!coEdependence!or!“cliques”!have!developed!which!need!
to!be!disbanded!for!individual!development!as!well!as!group!dynamics.!!
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7. Homework'
!
A! reasonable! amount! of! academic! effort! outside! the! class! extends! learning! and! reinforces! study!
skills.!Homework!activities!can!promote!independent!inquiry!and!demonstrate!the!pupil‘s!initiative!
as!a!learner.!
!
Students! should! do! their! work! independently,! in! an! environment! that! suits! their! temperament,!
learning!style!and!energy!curve.!Parents!can!assist!their!children!by!ensuring!that!the!appropriate!
setting!exists.!Generally,! teachers!do!not!assign!work! that! they!believe!a!child!cannot!do!alone.! If!
parents! find! that! their! help! is! needed,! they! should! encourage! their! child! to! indicate! this! to! the!
teacher! the! next! day.! If! problems! continue,! they! should! contact! the! teacher! themselves.! When!
teachers! assign! a! project! that,! by! its! very! nature,! requires! parental! participation,! they! will!
communicate!this.!
!
The!purposes!of!homework!are!as!follows:!!

1. Practice:!to!reinforce!learning!and!help!students!master!specific!skills.!!
2. Preparation:!introduces!material!presented!in!future!lessons.!These!assignments!aim!to!help!

students!learn!new!material!when!it!is!covered!in!class.!!
3. Extension:'ask!students!to!apply!skills!they!already!have!in!new!situations.!!
4. Integration:!requires!students!to!apply!many!different!skills!to!a!large!task,!such!as!reports,!

projects,!and!creative!writing.!!
!
The!amount!of!time!a!homework!assignment!should!take!should!be!specified!by!the!teacher!along!
with! the! assignment,! particularly! for! younger! students.! Research! does! not! support! a! direct!
correlation! between! sheer! volume! or! length! of! time! spent! on! homework! and! academic!
achievement;!on!the!contrary,!students!who!lead!balanced!lives!with!adequate!time!to!be!involved!
in!extracurricular!activities,! to!pursue!hobbies!and!outside! interests,!and! to! interact! socially!with!
peers! and! family! members! are! more! successful! than! those! who! are! too! narrowly! focused! on!
academic!success—especially!if!they!are!not!getting!the!sleep!they!need!as!growing!children.!
!
Based! on! current! education! research,! the! nightly! homework! norm! for! students! should! be! 10!
minutes!of!work!per!grade!level.!The!recommendation!is!based!on!the!norm!for!the!age!range;!some!
students! will! work! faster! than! others,! while! some! will! work! for! longer! periods! of! time! to!
accomplish!the!same!task.!!

Grade'Level' Total'Homework'Time' '
PreEPrimary!&!
1st!Grade!

Ten!minutes!

2nd!Grade! Twenty!minutes!
3rd!Grade! Thirty!minutes!
4th!Grade! Forty!minutes!
5th!Grade! Fifty!minutes!
Middle!School! Approximately!60!–!80!minutes!
High!School! Approximately!two!hours!!

How'Parents'Can'Help'
!

1. If!parents!note! that! their! child! is! consistently! taking! longer! to! complete!his/her!homework!
than!the!time!indicated,!they!are!encouraged!to!contact!the!teacher!so!that!adjustments!can!
be!made!OR!expectations!can!be!clarified.!!!

2. The!School! requests!parents’! full! support! in! supervising!homework! time!and! in! reinforcing!
due!dates!and!deadlines.!!!

3. It! is! inappropriate!and!completely!counterproductive! for!parents!to!do!the!homework!or!to!
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get! anyone! else! to! do! the! homework! for! the! child.! This! includes! summer! homework! and!
projects,!which!are!now!a! requirement!and!must!be!assessed!based!on!particular! criteria!
handed!down!by!the!CBSE,!along!with!tests!and!other!types!of!assignments.!!!

4. Students!should!never!be!allowed!to!“purchase”!their!projects!in!the!market,!download!their!
assignments! from! the! internet!or! copy! their!homework! from!classmates! are! losing!out! in!
the!long!run!in!a!number!of!important!ways.!!

5. Parents!should!seek!clarification!from!the!class!teacher,!if!instructions!are!unclear,!or!simply!
ask!your!children!to!do!their!best!and!ask!for!help!the!next!day,!or!even!to!“own!up”!if!they!
have!forgotten!or!failed!to!complete!homework!and!assignments.!!

'

Homework'Policy'
!

1. Students!are!expected!to!submit!their!homework!on!time.!!
2. Students!who! submit!home!work! late!or!do!not! submit!on!a! consistent!basis!will! receive!a!

combination!of:!!!
a. Verbal!warning!and!dialogue!
b. Communication!in!the!diary!!

3. Students!who!miss!homework!because!of!an!absence!will!be!asked!to!complete!missed!work.!!
4. Students! who! are! absent! without! permission! will! not! receive! credit! for! missed! tests! or!

assignments,!but!will!be!required!to!make!up!the!work!missed.!!
5. Students!are!given!one!calendar!day! for!each!day!absent!plus!one!extra!day!to!submit! their!

work.!!
6. It’s!the!students’!responsibility!to!get!work!missed!due!to!illness!or!absence.!

!

Homework'Feedback'and'Marking'
1. Homework! must! be! assigned! according! to! our! policy! regarding! purpose,! amount! and!

feedback.!!
2. All! assignments,! whether! inEclass! or! outEofEclass,! should! “count”! (i.e.! have! relevance! and!

receive!feedback).!!!
3. Students!must! preferably!write! homework! in! their! diary! along!with! the! details! or! detailed!

instructions!on!daily!basis,!along!with!submission!dates.!Though!the!class!work!and!home!
work!is!uploaded!on!the!website!every!day!and!can!be!accessed!by!the!children!and!parents!
from!their!ids.!!

4. If!the!student!has!not!done!the!homework/class!assignment!then!teacher!should!write!a!note!
in!the!diary!and!apply!consequences!for!late!submission!(i.e.!after!school!detention!until!the!
work!is!complete,!curtailing!any!other!activity!period).!
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8. Assessments'!
Continuous! assessment! of! students! is! a! valuable! and! necessary! part! of! the! learning! process.!
Assessment! provides! reliable! information! to! the! teachers! with! respect! to! the!mastery! of! course!
content! by! students,! both! individually! and! collectively.! Assessment! also! provides! the! basis! of!
reporting!to!parents!regarding!student!progress. 
 
Our! assessment! philosophy! incorporates! occasional! formalized! “summative”! exams! as! well! as!
ongoing,! informal! assessments! of! a! formative! nature,! in! recognition! that! students! need!multiple!
ways! to!demonstrate! to!us!and! to! themselves!what! they!have! learned.! It! is! imperative,! therefore,!
that!we!create!a!range!of!assessments!that!draw!on!the!learning!strengths!and!preferences!of!our!
students!and!allow!maximum!flexibility. 
 
As! with! any! other! form! of! learning,! assessments! should! be! authentic! and! meaningful! for! the!
students!and,!most! importantly,! the!assessment!process! itself!should!be!a! learning!experience!for!
the! student.! Assessments! therefore!must! be! developmentally! appropriate! and! designed! to! allow!
students!to!succeed!by!showing!what!they!have!learned. 
 
Ideally,! assessments! should! be! used! to! inform! parents! and! teachers! how! their! students! are!
progressing!toward!the!learning!objectives—but!most!importantly,!they!should!inform!the!students!
themselves.! We! make! it! clear! to! students! what! is! expected! of! them—what! they! need! to! know,!
understand!and!be!able!to!do—and!how!they!can!demonstrate!it!at!a!level!which!will!meet!or!even!
exceed!the!benchmarks!we!have!set!for!them!in!the!form!of!“learning!outcomes”!or!targets!at!which!
the!students!should!be!aiming. 

'

Classes'I'to'VII  

There!is!no!formal!system!of!examination!for!Grades!I!to!VII.!However,!assessment!is!an!integral!
part! of! pedagogy! and! based! on!wellEdefined! Learning!Targets.! The! assessment! happens! on! a!
continuous!basis! through!various! formal!and! informal! tools,! including!standardized! tests! that!
are!designed!by!experts! to!gauge! student!progress!against!objective!measurements.! In! Junior!
Program,!teacher!observation!is!used!extensively.!

 
 

Assessment! in! the!Middle!Program! focuses!on! classroom!assessment!practices! that! empower!
students! to! take! charge! of! and!monitor! their! learning! and! progress.! Assessment! begins!with!
sharing! of! Learning! Targets,! statements! of! intended! learning,! that! are! clearly! understood! by!
students.!Targets!may!be!knowledge,!reasoning,!performance!skill!or!product!based.!To!set!the!
students!up!for!success,!teachers!share!rubrics!and!checklists!that!contain!the!criteria!of!a!task!
well!done.!

 
 

Teachers! have! a! choice! of! assessment! methods,! ranging! from! students! working! on! a!
performance! or! a! product,! or! on! time! bound! assignments! that! include! MCQs! and! extended!
written!responses,!to!teachers!having!a!personal!communication!with!individual!students.!

 
 

Formative!Assessments!inform!students!about!their!own!progress,!and!enables!teachers!to!
  

‘form’! effective! instruction! strategies.! Periodic! Summative! Assessments! measure! individual!
achievement!at!a!point!in!time,!against!standards!and!benchmarks.!

 
 

Students!are!partners! in! the!assessment!process,!and!are!actively! involved! in!selfEassessment!
and! providing! critical! feedback! to! peers.! Each! student! maintains! a! portfolio,! which! is! a!
collection!of!her!work!done!over!a!period!of!time.!This!collection!tool!allows!students,!teachers!
and! parents! to! appreciate! the! efforts! made! by! the! child,! during! the! course! of! her! learning!
journey.!
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Progress!reports!are!shared!with!parents!several!times!a!year,!at!PTMs!along!with!other!forums!for!
reflecting!on!the!learning!process,!such!as!workshops,!performances!and!exhibitions.!Portfolios!are!
presented!at!studentEled!conferences. 

 
Even!though!we!do!not!begin!formal!examinations!until!Grade!VIII,!we!do!identify!important!testE
taking! strategies! and! begin! to! introduce! students! to! them! as! they! progress! through! the! Middle!
Program,! so! that! they! are! prepared! for! the! demands! of! an! exam! system!when! they! reach! senior!
program. 

 

CLASS'VIII' !
!
Class!VIII!is!a!transitional!phase!from!the!ongoing!assessments!to!the!structured!formal!examination.!
The!students!are!assessed!as!per!the!CBSE!guidelines!for!Uniform!System!of!Assessment,!Examination!
and!Report!Card!for!class!VIII!from!Academic!Year!2017E18!onwards.!!Features!of!the!New!Evaluation!
pattern!:!

• Students!are!assessed!for!Scholastic!as!well!as!CoEScholastic!Areas!
• Weightage!is!assigned!for!Subject!Enrichment!activities!as!well!as!for!Notebook!Submission!
• The!entire!session!is!divided!into!two!terms.!!The!students!are!assessed!Periodically!as!well!as!

through!term!end!examination.!
!!

TERM'I'('100'marks)!
('1st'half'of'the'session)!

TERM'2'('100'marks)!
(2nd'half'of'the'session)!

Periodic'
Assessment'''''''''''''''('20'

Marks)!

Half'Yearly'
Examination!
(80'Marks)!

Periodic'
Assessment'''''''''''''''('20'

Marks)!

Yearly/Annual'
Examination!
(80'Marks)!

•  Periodic!Test!E10!
marks!with!syllabus!
covered!till!
announcement!of!test!
dates!by!school!
•  Note!Book!
Submission!E!5!marks!E
at!term!end!
•  Sub!Enrichment!E!5!
marks!E!at!term!end!

Written!exam!for!
80!marks!with!
syllabus!covered!
till!
announcement!
of!Half!Yearly!
exam!dates!by!
school!

•  Periodic!Test!E10!
marks!with!syllabus!
covered!till!the!
announcement!of!test!
dates!by!school!
•  Note!Book!
Submission!E!5!marks!E
at!term!end!
•  Sub!Enrichment!E!5!
marks!E!at!term!end!

Written!exam!
for!80!marks!
with!syllabus!
coverage!30%!
of!1st!term!
covering!
significant!
topics!+!entire!
syllabus!
of!2nd!term!

!!
The!following!Grading!Scale!is!followed!!for!Scholastic!Assessment!:!
!

Grading Scale for Scholastic Areas (Class VIII)!
MARKS RANGE! GRADE!

91 – 100!
81 – 90!
71 – 80!
61 – 70!
51 – 60!
41 – 50!
33 – 40!

32 & below!

A1!
A2!
B1!
B2!
C1!
C2!
D!

E (Needs improvement)!
!!
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Co]Scholastic'Activities!
For!the!holistic!development!of!the!student,!coEcurricular!activities!in!the!following!areas!are!carried!
out!by!the!teachers!and!are!graded!termEwise!on!a!3Epoint!grading!scale!(A=Outstanding,!B=Very!Good,!
and!C=Fair).!The!aspect!of!regularity,!sincere!participation,!output,!and!teamwork!be!the!generic!
criteria!for!grading!in!the!following!coEscholastic!activities:!
(a)!Work!Education!E!Work!Education!refers!to!skillEbased!activities!resulting!in!goods!or!services!!!!
!!!!!!!useful!to!the!community!
(b)!Art!Education!(Visual!&!Performing!Art)!
(c)!Health!and!Physical!Education!(Sports/Martial!Arts/Yoga/NCC!etc.)!
!!

CLASS'IX'
!

• The!class!IX!students!are!assessed!on!the!Class!X!pattern!as!per!the!guidelines!issued!by!the!
CBSE.!!

• Students!are!assessed!for!Scholastic!as!well!as!CoEScholastic!Areas.!
!!
'''''''''''''SCHOLASTIC'ASSESSMENT!

The!students!are!assessed!on!a!continuous!as!well!as!annual!basis.!Continuous!assessment!is!
allotted!20!percent!weightage!and!80!percent!weightage!is!allotted!to!the!session!end!
examination.!
!!

TOTAL'MARKS:'100!
Session'End''Examination'!

('80'Marks)!
Internal'/Continuous'Assessment!

(20'Marks)!
!!

•  Conducted!at!the!end!of!the!session!
•  Covers!100%!syllabus!for!each!
subject!
•  Marks!and!grades!both!are!
awarded!for!individual!subject!
•  9!point!grading!scale!is!followed!

E  Periodic!Assessment!E10!marks!
E  !Notebook!assessment!/work!skills!–!5!
marks!
E  !Subject!Enrichment!Activities!–!5!marks!

!!

!!
!!
The!Continuous!Assessment!is!further!divided!into!
Periodical'Assessment!(10!marks):!The!students!are!assessed!thrice!during!the!year.!The!
scores!of!the!all!the!three!assessments!are!converted!to!5!and!the!best!two!are!considered!for!
the!calculation!of!the!periodic!assessment!for!10!marks.!
!!
Notebook'Submission'/work'skills!(5!marks):!The!notebooks!and!work!skills!are!laid!
emphasis!on!and!the!students!are!assessed!for!the!same!continuously.!The!cumulative!scores!
are!converted!to!100.!
!!
Subject'Enrichment'Activities'(5!marks):!SubjectEspecific!application!activities!aimed!at!the!
enrichment!of!the!understanding!and!for!the!purpose!of!skill!development!are!conducted!
through!the!year.!These!are!assessed!annually!for!5!marks!for!each!subject.!

'
'
'
'
'
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Grading Scale for Scholastic Areas (Class VIII)!
MARKS RANGE! GRADE!

91 – 100!
81 – 90!
71 – 80!
61 – 70!
51 – 60!
41 – 50!
33 – 40!

32 & below!

A1!
A2!
B1!
B2!
C1!
C2!
D!

E (Failed)!
'

CO]SCHOLASTIC'ASSESSMENT!
For!the!holistic!development!of!the!student,!coEcurricular!activities!in!the!following!areas!are!carried!
out!by!the!teachers!and!are!graded!termEwise!on!a!3Epoint!grading!scale!(A=Outstanding,!B=Very!Good,!
and!C=Fair).!The!aspect!of!regularity,!sincere!participation,!output,!and!teamwork!be!the!generic!
criteria!for!grading!in!the!following!coEscholastic!activities:!
(a)!Work!Education!E!Work!Education!refers!to!skillEbased!activities!resulting!in!goods!or!services!!!!
!!!!!!!useful!to!the!community!
(b)!Art!Education!(Visual!&!Performing!Art)!
(c)!Health!and!Physical!Education!(Sports/Martial!Arts/Yoga/NCC!etc.)!
'!
CLASS'X!
The!pattern!of!assessment!is!same!as!for!Class!IX.!The!students!are!assessed!internally!for!20!percent!
marks!and!the!CBSE!conducts!the!Annual!examination!for!80!percent!marks!in!the!month!of!March.!
!!
!!
PROMOTION'POLICY!
!
For!PSEVIII!!!
!
The!school!follows!the!no!detention!policy!for!the!students!of!PSEVIII!as!defined!under!the!Right!to!
Education!Act.!
!
For!class!IX!–!X!
!!
Will!be!uploaded!soon!
!
Class!XI!

Criterion!to!be!met!for!PASSING!Class!XI:!!

! 33%'marks'in'aggregate!i.e.!total!marks!of!all!subjects!in!the!Cumulative!Result.!!
! 33%'marks'in'each'subject'separately'in'theory'and'practical!in!the!Cumulative!Result.!
! 25%'marks'in'all'subjects'in'the'Final'/'Comprehensive'THEORY'Examination.'If'the'child'

secures' less' than'25%'marks' in'more' than' one' subject,' he/she'will' not' be' eligible' for'
promotion.' The' scores' for' Projects,' Communicative' Skills'&'ASL' are' not' considered' as'
part'of'comprehensive'examination.'!
(While"calculating"25"%"or"33"%"the"benefit"of"fraction"will"go"the"credit"of"the"student)"

Eligibility'for'GRACE'MARKS:!!
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Grace'marks'up'to'maximum'of'10'in'all'shall'be'awarded'to'a'student'to'enable'him/her'to'reach'
the'minimum'required'of'33%'of'marks'in'each'of'the'subject'provided:'
'

! A!minimum!of!25!%!of!marks! is! secured! in! each!of! the! subject! in! the!Comprehensive!THEORY!
exam!

! Maximum!marks!granted!in!one!subject!cannot!exceed!5!
! No!grace!marks!are!given!in!Comprehensive!examination!
! No!grace!marks!are!granted!in!the!Compartmental!examination!

!
Eligibility'for'COMPARTMENT:!!

! !Compartment!can!be!granted!in!ONE!subject!only!!
! An!opportunity! to! appear! in! Compartment! Examination! is! given! only! in! case! the! child! has! not!

obtained!minimum!33!%!scores!in!!one!subject!!in!the!Cumulative!Examination!provided:!
• The!student!has!secured!at!least!20%!marks!in!one!subject!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!OR'
• She/he!has!got!15%!marks!in!one!subject!and!an!aggregate!of!40!%!marks!in!all!the!other!

subjects.!
! In!case!the!student!is!unable'to'qualify'the'Compartment'Examination'with'minimum'of'''!

33%'marks'even'after'availing'the'opportunity'of'retest,'s/he'shall'have'to'repeat'the''
Class.'
(Compartment"examination"would"be"conducted"in"the"last"week"of"April)"

''''''!
Terms!used:!
!
HALF'YEARLY'EXAMINATION:!Theory!&!Practical!/Project!/Viva,!as!applicable,!conducted!at!the!end!of!
first!term!of!the!academic!year.!!
COMPREHENSIVE' EXAMINATION:! !Theory!&!Practical! /Project!/Viva,! as!applicable,! conducted!at! the!
end!of!the!academic!year.!!
CUMULATIVE'RESULT:!It!is!total!result!(computed!out!of!100)!on!the!basis!of!the!student’s!performance!
in!the!Half!Yearly!and!the!Comprehensive!examination.!

9. Attendance'And'Punctuality'
'

Punctuality'!
Students! arriving! late! to! school! miss! out! on! the! opportunity! to! start! their! day! in! a! relaxed! and!
comfortable!manner.! This! also! brings! about! disconnect! in! the! child’s! understanding! of!what! has!
been!done!and!what!is!being!done.!To!build!a!strong!culture!of!discipline!in!the!lives!of!our!children,!
it! is! important!we!realize!and!respect! the!value!of! their! “learning! time”!and!adhere! to! the!school!
timings.!It!is!important!to!note!that:!
1. School! timings! are! from! 7.45! a.m.! to! 2.15! p.m.! ! However,! PreEschool! and! PreEprimary! shall!

close!at!12.20!p.m.!
2. Students!should!report!to!school!by!7.40!a.m.!The!school!gate!shall!close!at!7.45!a.m.!sharp.!The!

late!arrivals!will!be!sent!back!home.!Under!extreme!or!genuine!situations!like!sudden!rain,!fog!
etc.!students!will!be!permitted!to!come!by!8.00!a.m.!This!decision!will!be!taken!by!the!school!
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authorities.!!
3. In!case!of!repeated! late!coming!the!student! is!subject! to! inEschool!suspension!or!disciplinary!

action!as!deemed!fit!by!the!school.!Only!Principal!reserves!the!right!to!make!exceptions.!!
4. In!case!students!are!late!and!for!some!reason!are!permitted!entry!into!the!school!are!required!

to!report!to!the!reception!and!the!authorized!person!to!get!their!attendance!marked.!The!onus!
of!marking!attendance!lies!with!the!school!however,!school!encourages!children!from!class!IV!
onwards!to!show!more!responsibility!and!take!ownership!of!their!attendance!and!regularity.!!

5. In!case!students!travelling!by!bus!are!late!to!school,! it! is!the!school’s!responsibility.!It!will!be!
parent’s!responsibility!to!inform!the!cab!drivers!if!they!are!coming!late!at!the!stop.!!

6. The! school!bus!will! not!wait! for! any! student! for!more! than!a!minute! at! the!prescribed! stop.!
Parents! using! car! pools! or! personal! cabs! are! advised! to! follow! the! same! principle.! In! the!
interest!of!the!larger!group!of!children!the!cab!must!not!be!retained!for!more!than!a!minute!at!
any! stop.!One!child’s!delay!will! impact!others!as! children!would!not!be!allowed! to!enter! the!
school!gates.!

7. Students! are! to! reach! the! class!within! 3!minutes! after! break! and! after! periods! that! require!
them!to!go!out!of!the!classrooms.!

Attendance'
!

The!school!firmly!discourages!students!from!being!absent!too!often.!Regular!classroom!attendance!
is! essential! for! developing! successful! life! skills! including! selfEdiscipline,! responsibility! and!
punctuality.! It! is! important! that! we! as! parents! and! educators! promote! the! view! that! regular!
attendance!and!timeliness!are!important!to!ensure!the!best!possible!learning!outcomes.!Irregularity!
and!frequent!absenteeism!leads!to!disconnect!in!children’s!learning.!

!
While!it!is!possible!for!students!to!do!makeEup!work,!the!quality!of!their!learning!experience!is!not!
the!same!and!often!leads!to!building!up!of!‘conceptualElag’!baggage.!MakeEup!work!cannot!duplicate!
the! learning! that! takes! place! via! lectures,! discussions,! demonstrations,! group! work,! labs! and!
student/teacher!presentations.!

!
There!is!a!need!to!sensitize!children!toward!the!issue!so!as!to!bring!about!order!and!discipline!in!
their!routine.!

'
1. !All!the!students!are!expected!to!maintain!100%!attendance!in!the!school.!
2. Mandatory!Attendance!criteria:!

!
CLASS! ATTENDANCE!PERCENTAGE!

Pre!School!to!Class!IX! 95%!
Class!X! 80!%!attendance!at!all!points!of!time.!

Shortage!of!attendance!shall!be!dealt!with!
strictness!

Class!XI! 90!%!(students!who!have!secured!above!
95%!marks!in!Class!X!will!be!granted!

leverage!of!another!!5%!and!would!require!
a!minimum!of!85%!attendance)!

Class!XII! 80!%!attendance!at!all!points!of!time.!
Shortage!of!attendance!shall!be!dealt!with!

strictness!

10. Leave'Policy'
1. All!the!students!are!expected!to!maintain!100%!attendance!in!the!school.!
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2. All! the! students! from!class!Pre!School! to! class! IX! should!have! the!minimum!of!95%!attendance,!
class!XI!should!have!the!minimum!of!90%!attendance!and!classes!XI!and!XII!the!minimum!of!80%!
attendance!at!all!points!of!time.!Students!who!have!less!than!the!prescribed!limit!of!!attendance!in!
an!academic!year!may!be!ineligible!for!promotion!to!the!next!class!and!will!lose!their!eligibility!for!
sports,!activities!and!leadership!positions,!and!will!be!called!for!a!meeting!with!their!parents,!the!
program!leader!and!the!principal.!!

3. Students! of! Classes! ! XI!who! have! scored!more! than! 95%!marks! in! Grade! X! ! and! above! and! are!
preparing!for!the!competitive!examinations,!will!be!granted!an!additional!leverage!of!5%!leave!and!
would!require!the!minimum!of!85%!attendance.!

4. Students! participating! in! National/State/! Zonal! level! events! must! have! the! minimum! of! 65%!
attendance.!These!events!will!be!treated!as!duty,!if!approved!by!the!School.!Such!students!will!have!
to!submit!the!supportive!documents!of!participation!against!the!leave.!!

5. Leaves!will! be! granted! only! on! reasons! like! prolonged! illness,! demise! of! a! parent! or! any! other!
reason! of! similar! serious! nature,! authorized! participation! in! sponsored! tournaments,! cultural!
events!and!sports!meets!of!not!less!than!Inter!School!Level.!Permission!would!be!granted!only!for!
events!approved!by!the!school.!

6. While!sanctioning!the!leave!applied!for!reasons!other!than!those!mentioned!above,!Class!Teacher!/!
Principal! may! sanction! leave! based! on! student’s! last! year’s! attendance! record,! current! year’s!
attendance,! academic! performance,! behavioral! patterns! and! any! other! priority! or! event! in! the!
School.!The!School!reserves!the!right!to!decline!a!leave.!!

7. Student!must!avail!a!leave!only!in!case!of!urgency.!!
8. Every!absence!from!the!school!(even!for!one!day)!must!be!sought!as!a!leave!by!applying!online!and!
clearly!specifying!the!reason!for!absence.!!

9. Approval!for!all!planned!leaves!should!be!sought!at!least!seven!working!days!in!advance.!
10. In! case! any! child! is! absent! for! a! day,! parents!must!inform! the! class! teacher! through! the! online!

leave!Application!Form.!In!case!of!an!emergency!if!parents!are!unable!to!apply!online!on!the!same!
day,!leave!must!be!applied!online!within!two!days!of!resuming!the!school.!Post!that!the!leave!will!
be!considered!as!absence.!

11. In!case!of!1E2!days!of!leave!,!the!class!teacher!is!authorized!to!accept!or!reject!the!leave.!
12. In! case! of! leave! for! more! than! 2! days,! the! leave! will! be! sanctioned! by! the! Principal! or! an!

authorized!person.!Other! than!an!emergency,! approval!of! the! leave/s! should!be! sought! at! least!
seven!days!in!advance.!

13. Submission!of! leave!application!must!not!be!taken!as! leave!approved.!Formal!approval!must!be!
sought.!

14. Repeated! absence! without! leave! application! or! unexplained! absence! for! more! than! six!
consecutive!days!may!result!in!a!request!to!withdraw!the!student!from!the!school.!!

15. Half! day! /! short! leave! will! be! only! granted! to! a! student! under! circumstances! of! emergency.!
Parents!will!need! to!come! to! the!school! in!advance! to!get! it!approved.!They!need! to!personally!
come!to!pick!up!their!child!on!the!day!of!half!day/short!leave.!!

16. No! child! will! be! allowed! to! leave! the! school! premises! on! telephonic! request! or! with!
servant/driver! or! anyone! else!without! the! parent! IEcard.! Under! unavoidable! circumstances,! an!
authority! letter!needs! to!be!sent! through! the!person!who!has!come!to!pick! the!child!up.!School!
will!not!make!any!transport!arrangement.!
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17. Attendance!on!the!last!working!day!of!school!preceding!vacations!/!holidays!and!the!first!working!
day! thereafter! is! compulsory.!No! leave!shall!be!granted! for!any!extension!of!holidays!before!or!
after!especially!for!social!gatherings!or!trips.!

18. Attendance!on!all!important!events/functions!is!compulsory.!The!students!found!absent,!may!lose!
their!chances!of!participation!in!future!events!and!are!liable!to!face!disciplinary!action.!

19. Short!leaves!and!half!days!will!not!be!permitted!unless!there!is!dire!emergency.!Parents will need 
to come to the school in advance to get it approved. They need to personally come to pick up their child 
on the day of half day/short leave.!

20. No! assessments,! tests,! examinations! will! be! rescheduled! or! reEconducted! to! accommodate!
student’s!absence.!

21. A!student!who!misses!out!his! test!will! neither!be! reEexamined!nor! get! any!weightage! from! the!
other!tests.!

22. Students!having!attendance!below!the!prescribed! level!or! indulging! in! frequent!absenteeism!or!
where! leave! is! not! authorized! for! certain! reason(s)! by! the! School! may! also! jeopardize! their!
eligibility!to!participate!in!coEcurricular!activities!or!represent!the!school!on!teams!or!in!contests,!
in!addition!to!facing!other!consequences!as!outlined!in!the!Discipline!Matrix.!!

Please'note:'

1. It! is! clarified! that! under! the! relevant! rules! and! orders,! Principal! is! empowered! to! condone!
absence! from! the! school! up! to! the! maximum! of! 25%! and! that! also! under! very! special!
circumstances!and!on!merit,!in!each!case.!

2. In! the! case! where! attendance! is! below! 75%,! the! matter! shall! have! to! be! referred! to! CBSE!
Chairman,! submitting! there! with! relevant! supportive! documents,! duly! recommended! by! the!
Principal!for!condoning!the!absence.!Principal’s!recommendation!will!be!strictly!on!merit!in!each!
case.!Recommendations!can!be!sent!only! for! reasons! like!prolonged! illness,!demise!of!a!parent,!
and!other!reasons!of!similar!serious!nature.!!

!
3. Students!having!attendance!less!than!85%!in!an!academic!session!shall!not!be!permitted!to!take!

examination!and!would!be!detained.!
!
'

Medical'leave:!

In! case! a! child! is! not! well! and! is! advised! rest! for! a! week! or! more! by! a! doctor,! the! parents! should!
intimate!the!class!teacher!through!the!online!leave!application!specifying!the!number!of!days!and!the!
medical! reasons.! In! case! the! absence! is! likely! to! exceed! three! days,! an! interim! Medical! (sickness)!
Certificate! is! required! to!be!submitted!within! three!days.!The!online! leave!application!along!with! the!
supporting!documents!must!be!submitted!when!the!child!resumes!the!school.!Please!refer!to!online!line!
Leave!Application!Circular!on!the!website!for!details.!

!A! Medical! Certificate! must! be! issued! by! a! Registered! Medical! Practitioner/Hospital! as! applicable!
supporting! the! leave! on! Medical! grounds.! Supporting! documents! include! doctor’s! prescription,!
diagnosis!report!of!the!tests!undergone,!medical!and!fitness!certificate.!
During!the!Summative!Assessment/!Terminal!examination,!in!case!of!illness,!the!leave!application!must!
be! sent! on! the! same! day! along! with! the! Medial! Certificate! In! case! of! inability! to! send! the! Medical!
Certificate!on!the!same!day!it!should!be!submitted!within!two!days!of!absence.!!!
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A! student! joining! after! suffering! from! an! infectious! or! contagious! disease! or! any! serious! ailment! is!
required!to!produce!a!certificate!of!fitness!issued!by!the!concerned!doctor!/!hospital!permitting!him!/!
her!to!attend!the!School.!

Make]up'work:!!
1. MakeEup!work!is!required!for!all!work!missed!due!to!absences.!!
2. It!is!the!student’s!responsibility!to!contact!teachers!to!clarify!any!questions!regarding!the!

work.!!
3. Students!are!given!one!additional!day!for!each!day!absent!to!submit!their!work!in!case!of!

approved!leaves!!
Consequences:'!!
1. Students!who!take!unauthorized!leave!will!not!be!allowed!back!in!school!unless!their!parents!

accompany!them!to!school!and!meet!first!with!the!Principal!or!Program!Leader!!
2. Students!will!not!be!allowed!to!earn!points!for!work!missed!while!they!are!on!unauthorized!

leave,!nor!will!they!be!allowed!to!take!internal!tests!(e.g.!unit!tests,!cycle!tests,!block!tests)!
scheduled!for!the!day!they!return!to!school!!

3. Students!who!return!to!school!without!their!parents!after!an!unauthorized!leave!will!serve!inE
school!suspension!until!their!parents!come!for!a!meeting!!

4. Students!whose!attendance!or!punctuality!is!a!consistent!area!of!concern!may!also!jeopardize!
their!eligibility!to!participate!in!coEcurricular!activities!or!represent!the!school!on!teams!or!in!
contests,!in!addition!to!facing!other!consequences!as!outlined!in!the!Discipline!Matrix.!!

11. Assemblies'
!
Assemblies!are!part!of!the!general!educational!function!of!the!school.!They!provide!a!unique!format!for!
the!community!to!come!together!around!shared!values,!to!celebrate!or!to!mark!important!occasions!or!
milestones! or! appreciate! performances! and! presentations.! They! also! create! opportunities! to! share!
concerns!or!to!present!information!related!to!the!school!curriculum,!or!the!students'!general!social!and!
aesthetic! development.! Assemblies! provide! forums! for! reinforcing! appropriate! audience! behavior.!
Assemblies!make!it!possible!to!present!material!not!easily!done!in!the!regular!classroom.!In!addition,!
assemblies!provide!an!appropriate!showcase!for!our!student!and!faculty!performing!talent.!All"assembly"
agendas" and" seating" arrangements" must" have" prior" approval" from" the" Assembly" Planning" Committee"
which"is"ultimately"responsible"to"the"Principal.!

Student'Behavior'!
Appropriate!assembly!behavior!is!part!of!the!educational!nature!of!the!assembly!program.!It!is!an!
important!courtesy!for!visiting!performers!and!an!essential!ingredient!to!the!goal!of!providing!a!
stage!for!the!talents!of!students!and!faculty!members,!as!well!as!a!forum!for!sharing!important!
values!and!concerns.!This!appropriate!behavior!will!be!assured!by!the!following:!!
1. The!teacher!will!guide!student!behavior!as!a!natural!extension!of!his/her!class.!!
2. Teachers!reserve!the!right!to!remove!an!unruly!student!or!students!from!the!assembly.!!
3. No!books!or!book!bags!are!to!be!brought!to!an!assembly.!!
4. Students!should!either!sit!crossElegged!on!the!ground!or!sit!in!a!chair!with!good!posture!and!feet!

on!the!ground!!
5. Students!should!report!promptly!to!the!assembly.!!
6. General!courtesy!and!attention!is!required,!including!complete!silence!while!someone!is!speaking!

or!performing!in!front!of!the!audience!and!between!performances!!
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7. Students!should!become!quiet!when!the!staff!member!or!student!begins!to!introduce!the!
assembly!and!should!NOT!get!up!and!walk!around!during!performances.!!

8. Appropriate!expressions!of!applause!are!encouraged.!Whistles!or!cheers!are!not!generally!
considered!appropriate!response!to!a!performance,!though!they!may!be!appropriate!at!a!sports!
competition.!

9. Whenever!the!National!Anthem!is!sung!or!performed,!students!must!stand!silently!at!attention,!
arms!straight!at!their!sides,!as!a!sign!of!respect.!!

12. Competition'Policy'
!
In!essence!the!school!likes!to!draw!a!clear!distinction!between!building!competence!or!excellence!and!
competition! itself.! While! we! encourage! students! to! strive! for! excellence! through! continued!
improvement!towards!mastery!of!skills,!we!minimize!the!emphasis!on!comparison!with!other!students!
or!winning!at!any!cost.!In!a!competitive!culture,!a!child!is!told!that!it!isn't!enough!to!be!good!–!he!or!she!
must! triumph!over! others.! Success! comes! to! be!defined! as! victory,! even! though! these! are! really! two!
very!different!things.!
!
In! fine! arts! as! in! sports,! we! encourage! excellence! through! development! of! skills,! coaching! and!
assessments!in!music,!visual!arts!and!drama.!We!recognize!that!some!students!are!naturally!gifted!and!
are!committed!to!providing!opportunity!for!them!to!explore!and!develop!their!interests;!nevertheless,!
we! also! want! students! to! understand! that! excellence! comes! primarily! through! hard! work! and!
dedication!and!that!maximum!enjoyment!comes!through!teamwork!and!collaboration.!As!a!school!we!
will!host!festivals!and!performances!to!provide!a!platform!to!showcase!student!work.!
!
As!students!mature,!we!provide!opportunities! for! interschool!competitions! in!sports!as!well!as!other!
areas,!such!as!Model!United!Nations!(MUN)!conferences!and!debates.!Increasingly,!we!would!introduce!
greater!opportunities!for!school!teams!in!different!sports!and!performing!arts.!We!host!tournaments!to!
promote!the!culture!of!sports!and!also!selectively!participate!in!interEschool!events.!The!guidelines!for!
team!selection!and!auditions!are!made!clear!to!students!so!that!trials!and!auditions!are!fair—and!that!
students!who!do!not!make!the!cut!have!other!options,!such!as!clubs!and!activities,!for!them!to!develop!
their!skills!and!interests!in!a!nonEcompetitive!atmosphere.!
!
As! we!work! as! a! community! to! establish! these! values! of! excellence,! inclusion,! acceptance! and! hard!
work,!we!will!also!be! inculcating!the!character!traits! that!our!students!need!to!succeed! in!a!complex,!
interconnected! world! where! communication! skills,! cooperation! and! teamwork! are! as! important! as!
expertise!or!technical!proficiency.!As!we!recognize!achievement!in!others!and!offer!encouragement!to!
all,!we!move!from!an!individualistic!perspective!of!“me”!and!“mine”!to!an!inclusive!culture!of!“us”!and!
“we.”!

13. Eligibility'For'Participation'in'Co]Curricular'Activities'And'
Sports'

!
In!addition!to!our!academic!program,!Heritage!School!offers!a!range!of!options!for!students!to!develop!
talents!and!interests!through!participation!in!activities!and!on!sports!teams.!In!some!cases,!they!have!
the! privilege! of! representing! the! school! at! interschool! competitions,! performances! and! exhibitions,!
including!sports!tournaments!as!well!as!such!activities!as!debates!or!MUN!(Model!United!Nations).!
!
Along!with!demonstrating!talent!and!skill,!students!must!also!uphold!the!values!and!standards!of!the!
school,!reflected!both!by!their!behavior!as!well!as!in!their!academic!record.!
!
Here!are!the!requirements!for!maintaining!eligibility!to!participate!in!sports!and!coEcurricular!activities!
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and!for!representing!the!school!in!competitions!and!events:!
!

1. Students!must!meet!the!selection!criteria!as!specified!by!the!coach,!director!or!advisor!of!the!
team!or!activity.!

2. Students!must!attend!practices!and!rehearsals!on!a!regular!basis,!before!and!after!selection!for!
the!team!or!activity.!

3. Students!must!remain!in!good!standing!with!the!school!in!terms!of!behavior!as!well!as!academic!
performance.!

4. Students!must!be!regular!in!their!attendance!and!punctuality!at!school,!maintaining!a!minimum!
attendance!of!95%.!

!
If!a!student!fails!to!uphold!these!expectations,!s/he!may!lose!his!or!her!position!on!the!team,!forfeit!one!
or!more!opportunities!to!participate!in!a!tournament!or!competition!or,!if!the!student!fails!to!address!
the!issue!in!a!timely!manner,!may!be!dropped!from!the!roster,!at!the!discretion!of!the!coach!or!advisor!
in!consultation!with!the!Principal.!

14. Festivals'and'Celebrations'
!
Celebrations!form!an!integral!part!of!any!culture.!However,!these!have!now!become!synonymous!with!
pomp! and! ostentation! rather! than! being! a! reflection! of! our! traditions.! Celebrations! should! provide!
opportunities!to!experience!and!explore!the!diversity!that!exists!in!our!society.!
!
Every! region,! every! community! has! its! own! festivals! spread! across! the! year.! It! is! very! important! to!
educate! our! future! generation! about! this! diversity! and! give! the! message! that! we! are! united! in! our!
humanity! despite! of! all! differences.! The! spirit! of! love,! happiness! and! good! will! that! characterizes!
festivals!brings!people!together!from!all!walks!of!life.!Celebrating!festivals!together!brings!communities!
closer.!
!
We! at! Heritage,! therefore,! look! at! celebrating! various! festivals! as! opportunities! to!make!meaningful!
connections! with! one! another! and! embrace! the! diversity! in! the! homogeneity! called! The! Heritage!
Family.!!

Birthday'Celebrations'
!
Birthdays,!being!important!days!in!our!lives,!are!looked!at!as!an!occasion!of!coming!together!and!
sharing.!We! traditionally! teach! children! that! a! kind! deed! done! on! this! special! day! could! sow!
seeds! which! will! reap! fruits! later! in! our! lives.! Let! us! encourage! our! children! to! look! beyond!
parties,!which!are!mirrors!that!flash!wealth.!Here!are!some!suggested!alternatives:!

!
1. distributing!a!toffee!or!sweet!to!their!classmates!!
2. sowing!a!sapling!on!their!birthday!!
3. spending!some!valuable!time!sharing!and!enjoying!with!the!old!and!young!in!the!family!

together!!
!
Thus,!to!inculcate!all!these!essential!values,!we!request!parents!not!to!send!any!cakes!or!return!
gifts!but!to!send!toffee!or!chocolate!of!maximum!Rs.!5.!Birthdays!would!be!celebrated!during!the!
circle! time!where! all! the! classmates!will! give! their! best!wishes! to! the! birthday! boy/! girl,!who!
makes!a!birthday!resolution!and!each!child!makes!a!wish!for!the!kid.!Class!teacher!and!students!
will!collectively!make!the!birthday!card!for!the!birthday!boy/girl.!
!
Consistent!with!these!values!the!school!does!not!have!the!policy!of!receiving!gifts!from!children!
or! parents! nor! do! we! encourage! or! organize! birthday! parties! for! them.! Children! are! not!
permitted! to! distribute! invitation! cards! nor! are! they! allowed! to! go! back! to! attend! a! birthday!
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party!directly! from! the! school.!We!ask! that!parents! support!us! in! this! regard! to! avoid!putting!
anyone! in! the! awkward! position! of! having! to! return! or! refuse! a! gift! and! to! prevent! any!
misunderstandings! or! malpractice! with! regard! to! favoritism! or! comparisons,! students' from'
giving' gifts' to' teachers' or' organizing' parties' for' them.'Much!more! appropriate!would! be!
hand!Emade!cards!presented!at!a!Circle!Time,! just!as!we!would!do!for!a!child.!While!we!do!not!
like! to! embarrass! children! or! discourage! their! good! intentions,' it' is' against' our' policy' for'
teachers'to'receive'gifts'that'have'material'value'beyond'a'negligible'amount.!!

15. Field'Trips'&'Mandatory'Excursions'Off'Campus'
!

!

Heritage! is! an! Experiential! Learning! School.! This!means! that,! in! addition! to! finding! inspiration! from!
seminal! Indian! educational! reformers! and! thinkers! such! as! Tagore,! Aurobindo,! Krishnamurti! and!
Gandhi,!we!are!also!heavily! influenced!by! the!work!of!Kurt!Hahn,! coEfounder!of!Outward!Bound,! the!
world’s! leading!program! in! outdoor! education.!Hahn! employed! challenge,! adventure! and! service! not!
merely!as!ends!in!themselves,!but!as!a!method!of!inculcating!such!qualities!as!skill!building,!teamwork,!
leadership,! compassion! and! responsibility! into! his! students.! At! Heritage,! we! and! we! offer! these!
expeditions!and!experience!to!students!in!Class!IV!to!XII.!!
!

These! trips! are! not! merely! an! opportunity! to! encounter! the! wonders! of! nature! in! its! entire! varied!
splendor!across!India—though!that!is!certainly!one!significant!aspect.!These!rips!form!an!integral!part!
of! our! overall! program,! where! we! integrate! academic! disciplines! from! core! subjects! as! well! as!
important!life!skills.!We'therefore'consider'that'these'trips'are'as'essential'as'any'other'program'
we' offer' and' count' them' as' mandatory' both' for' staff' and' for' students.! They! also! provide!
opportunities! for! teachers' to' assess' students' in' the' areas' of' character' development' and' co]
curricular' participation.! We! are! confident! that! parents! will! offer! full! support! for! the! program! by!
encouraging!their!child[ren]!to!participate!actively!every!year.!!
'

Field'Trips'and'Excursions'
!

From!time!to!time,!in!addition!to!adventure!trips,!students!go!outside!of!the!campus!on!educational!
field! trips! that! extend! learning! to! the! real!world! and!bring!authentic! learning! into! the! classroom!
experience!as!well.!These! trips!are!considered!essential! components!of!our!educational!program,!
incorporating!skills!and!content!from!core!subjects.!These!trips!are!preEtaught!as!extensions!of!the!
curriculum!and!are!also!assessed!based!on!learning!targets!and!enduring!understandings,!just!like!
the!rest!of!our!curriculum.!!

!

Student!Responsibilities!on!Field!Trips!!
!

1. Students!are!reminded!that!a!field!trip!is!an!extension!of!the!school!day!and!all!policies!and!
rules!apply.!!

2. Students!are!required!to!wear!complete!school!uniform!or!the!!clothing!as!specified!by!
teachers.!

3. Students!are!expected!to!participate!fully!in!all!activities!and!to!submit!preEtrip!and!postE!!
trip!evaluations,!journals!and!other!assignments.!

4. Students!must!sign!and!turn!in!to!the!trip!sponsor!the!Field!Trip!Consent!Form!and!Medical!
Release!Form!signed!by!their!parent!or!guardian!or!they!will!not!be!allowed!to!participate!in!
the!trip.!!
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16. Discipline:'What'It'Means'To'Us'
!
Discipline!is!about!teaching!children!appropriate!behaviour!and!helping!them!become!independent!and!
responsible! people.! The! purpose! of! discipline! is! to! encourage! moral,! physical,! and! intellectual!
development!and!a!sense!of!responsibility! in!children.!We!believe!that!children!have!an! innate!moral!
compass! that,!when!nurtured!by!positive!example! in!an!atmosphere!of! consistency!and! fairness,!will!
guide!them!in!making!good,!ethical!choices.!Ultimately,!as!children!mature!and!develop,!they!will!do!the!
right! thing,!not!because! they! fear! external! reprisal,! but!because! they!have! internalized!a! standard!of!
behavior!modeled!and!reinforced!by!parents,!teachers!and!other!caretakers.!In!learning!to!rely!on!their!
own!resources!and!to!reflect!on!their!attitudes!and!behaviors,!children!develop!judgment,!discernment,!
confidence!and!selfErespect.!
!

1. Discipline!is!about!giving!children!the!tools!to!succeed!in!life.!!
2. Discipline! is! based! on! building! the! right! relationship! with! a! child! more! than! using! the! right!

techniques.!It!is!for!helping!children!develop!inner!controls!that!last!a!lifetime.!!
3. Discipline! is! about! teaching,! not! about! punishing.! According! to! Dr.! Jane! Nelson! in! her! book!

Positive!Discipline,! “Discipline! is!a!word! that! is!often!misused.!Many!people!equate!discipline!
with! punishment—or! at! least! believe! that! punishment! is! the! way! to! help! people! achieve!
discipline.!However,!discipline!comes!from!the!Latin!word!discipulus!or!disciplini,!which!means!
a! follower! of! truth,! principle,! or! a! venerated! leader.! Children! and! students! will! not! become!
followers!of!truth!and!principle!unless!their!motivation!comes!from!an!internal!locus!of!control,!
that!is,!until!they!learn!selfEdiscipline.”!!

4. True!freedom!comes!from!true!selfEdiscipline.!It!leads!to!freedom!from!anxiety!and!fear,!bringing!
about!selfEreliance!in!individuals.!!

Discipline:'Code'Of'Conduct'For'Students'
'
1. We!will!reach!school!on!time,!so!we!are!prepared!for!the!day!!!
2. We!will!reach!class!or!assemblies!on!time,!so!that!we!can!fully!participate!!!
3. We!will!submit!all!assignments!on!time,!to!develop!the!right!work!ethic!!

!
4. We!will!participate!fully!in!all!classes,!events!and!trips.!!!
5. We!will!pay!attention!and!cooperate!with!our!teachers!at!all!times!!

!
6. We!will!speak!politely!and!respectfully!with!our!teachers,!peers!and!others!!

!
7. We!will!behave!with!integrity!and!accountability!!!
8. We!will!eat!during!the!break!time!in!designated!areas!only!and!will!throw!garbage!in!bins!!

!
9. We!will!walk!quietly!in!a!queue!in!the!corridor!and!on!stairs!in!order!!!
10. We!will!switch!off!all!the!lights!and!fans!when!not!in!use,!in!order!to!save!energy.!!!
11. We!will!maintain!cleanliness!in!the!classroom!and!school!as!it!is!a!sign!of!healthy!living.!!

!
12. We!will! always! be! ready! to! lend! a! helping! hand! and! accept! whatever! work! is! assigned! to! us!

graciously.!!
!

13. We&will& take&good& care&of& our& I5cards&and&wear& them&each&day& to& increase& security&and&a&
sense&of&community&&!

14. We&must&carry&our&almanac&each&day,&as&it&is&an&essential&document&for&communication.&&
!

15. We!will!enter!or!leave!the!classroom!only!with!the!teacher’s!permission.!!!
16. We!will!bring!all!necessary!equipment!to!class,!including!books!and!stationery!!
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!
17. We!will!be!peacemakers,!acting!with!selfEcontrol!in!all!situations.!!!
18. We!will!take!good!care!of!school!property!so!that!others!can!use!it!too.!!!
19. We!will!speak!truthful,!kind!words!about!others.!!

!
20. We!will! only! bring!materials! to! school! that!will! help! us! study,! and! leave! cell! phones,! personal!

music!devices,!and!electronic!toys!at!home!.!!
21. We!will!leave!our!own!sports!equipment,!including!balls!and!skateboards,!at!home.!!

!
22. We!will!play!with!school!sports!equipment!only!on!the!playground!or!field!after!prior!permission.!
23. We! will! observe! healthy! habits! on! and! off! campus,! avoiding! the! consumption,! possession! or!

distribution!of! controlled!or! any!other! illegal! substances,! as! these! are!harmful! to! our!physical!
and!mental!health.!!!

24. We!will! treat! each! other! with! respect! and! care,! avoiding! spoken! or! written! words! or! actions!
which!cause!emotional!or!physical!injury!or!which!intimidate!or!humiliate.!!!

25. We!understand!that!this!code!will!be!reinforced!across!the!school!and!that!violation!of!any!part!of!
it!will!lead!to!consequences!and!sanctions.!!

!
All!students!are!responsible!to!the!school!authorities!for!their!behavior!both!in!and!outside!the!school.!
Any!indiscipline!on!part!of!the!students!shall!render!them!liable!for!disciplinary!action.!
!

Discipline!Matrix'
Rationale:!
!

From!time!to!time,!even!in!the!most!progressive!and!nurturing!of!school!environments!and!
among! generally! sincere,! wellEbehaved! students,! it! becomes! necessary! to! handle! issues!
where! students!have! violated! established! rules! and!policies.!We!have! therefore! created! a!
matrix!which!outlines!categories!of!behavior,!lists!examples!of!violations!and!specifies!how!
these! violations! are! likely! to! be! handled,! depending! on! the! level! of! severity! and/or! the!
pattern!of!misbehavior!that!emerges!for!individual!students.!
!
It! is! helpful! to! think! of! violations! in! terms! of! their! consequences.! Violations! generally!
include!harm!to!self,!harm!to!others!and!harm!to!property—including!shared!facilities!but!
also!intellectual!property!(i.e.!internet!violations,!cheating,!plagiarism).!The!outline!below!is!
meant! to! be! illustrative! and! instructive! rather! than! exhaustive! and,! from! a! philosophical!
perspective,! should! be! consistent! with! the! rationale! and! definitions! which! are! included!
elsewhere! in! this!manual—including! our! IT!Acceptable!Use! policy,! field! trip! policy,! dress!
code!and!policy!on!academic!honesty,!among!others.!!

Level'One'Offenses'
!

Includes!minor!or!firstEtime!offenses,!which!are!handled"by"the"classroom"teacher"and"recorded"in"
the" discipline" management" system." Consequences& include& reprimand& /& apology/& detention,&
removal&of&privileges,&fines&/&restitution,&school&service&or&loss&of&access&(see&IT&policy).!!
Examples:!!
Harm'to'Self:'including!but!not!limited!to:!!

1. distortions!of!the!truth,!copying!homework!or!other!violations!of!academic!honesty!!
2. Late!assignments,!lost!or!forgotten!materials!
3. inattentiveness!or!minor!disruption!in!class!!!
4. tardiness!!!
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5. dress!code!violations!!!
6. forgetting!study!materials!or!I.D.!tag!!!
7. Mild!Disobedience/!argument!with!the!teacher!around!the!!instructions!given.!

!
!
Harm'to'Others:'including!but!not!limited!to:!
!

1. disturbing!others!in!the!classroom!or!other!shared!spaces,!including!the!bus!!
2. minor!physical!encounters!(shoving,!playEfighting)!!
3. “borrowing”!without!asking!permission!!
4. nameEcalling!or!other!misuse!of!language!(i.e.!inappropriate!words!or!expressions)!!
5. disrespect!or!“cheekiness”!!

!
!
Harm'to'Property'/'Abuse'of'Access'or'Privilege:!including!but!not!limited!to:!

1. minor"vandalism"(e.g."carelessly"damaging"something,"writing"on"desks)!
2. minor"or"firstCtime"AUP"violations"(unauthorized"sites"such"as"games,"social"networking)!
3. making"or"leaving"a"mess!
4. minor"IT"infraction"(see"policy)!

!

Disciplinary'Action'
1.'First'time'offence:!Verbal!Warning!accompanied!by!a!Note!in!the!Diary!and!entry!in!the!
Discipline!Log!Book!which!is!at!the!reception!with!the!Academic!Auditor.!

2.!Upon'receiving'2'Notes'in'the'Diary!–!Detention!in!the!class!during!Activity!or!sports!
class!or!loss!of!field!trip!or!other!school!privileges.!Community!Service!

3.!Upon'Receiving'3'Notes'in'the'DiaryE!Yellow!Card!will!be!issued!to!the!student.!Parent!–
Teacher!Conference!in!Person.!

Further'infractions'of'this'level']!will!be!considered!as!Level!2!Offence.!It!will!lead!to!inE
school!or!out!inEhome!suspension!for!5!Days.!

Level'Two'Offenses'
!
Includes!violations!of!a!more!serious!nature,!or!repeated!Level!One!offenses,"handled"by"the"program"
leader," recorded" in" the"ERP"discipline" record"and" to"parents" in"writing,"with"a" followCup" conference;"
counseling"assigned"as"needed;"possible"inCschool"or"outCofCschool"suspension"or"afterCschool"detention,"
removal" from" teams" or" representative" groups," temporary" removal" from" transportation;" placed" on"
Behavior"Probation!!
Examples:!
!
Harm'to'Self:'including!but!not!limited!to:!

!
1. Cheating!on!a!minor!assignment!or!quiz;!copying!homework!!
2. Non!Submission!of!Work!after!2!reminders!
3. Skipping!a!class!!
4. Refusal!to!accept!assigned!homework!help!or!tutorials!!
5. Refusal!/!argument!to!follow!instructions/!directions!!
6. Major!Class!disruption/dismissal!from!class!
7. Disobedience/!Insubordination/Disrespect!

!
Harm'to'Others:'including!but!not!limited!to:!
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!
1. Aggression! (! including"but"not" limited" to," slapping," hitting," punching," biting)fighting,! in!

the!classrooms,!corridors,!fields!and!bus!or!cabs!
2. Disrupting!class!or!study!time!!
3. Stealing!or!intimidating!(e.g.!“whacking”!food!or!property!or!sports!equipment,!with!or!

without!“permission”!if!it!is!judged!that!coercion!was!used)!!
4. Teasing!or!using!harsh!or!insulting!language!!

!
'
Harm'to'Property'/'Abuse'of'Access'or'Privilege:'!!

1. vandalism,!intentional!damage!to!school!property!!
2. possession!of!a!controlled!substance!(i.e.!weapon,!tobacco,!pornography,!etc.)!!
3. more!serious!IT!violations!(e.g.!misuse!of!software,!copyright!violation)!!

!

Disciplinary'Action'
1.Issue!of!One!Orange!Slip,!Entry! to!be!made! in! the!Discipline!Log!Book!at! the!reception.!Parent!–!
Teacher!–!Conference!in!person!with!the!Advisory!Council!followed!by!7!days!of!suspension.!
'
Any' further' infractions'of! this! level!be!considered!as!Level!3!Offence!and!may! lead! to!expulsion!
from!the!school.!Based!on!the!degree!of!offense!may!call!for!Principal’s!intervention.'

!

Level'Three'Offenses'
!
Includes!more! serious! offenses! or! repeated! Level! Two! offenses,! handled"by"Principal" and"program"
leader," recorded" in" school" discipline" record" system;! conference!with! parents,! principal! and! program!
leader;!loss!of!marks!or!points;!removal!from!teams!or!activities;!possible!request!for!withdrawal!or!
expulsion,!legal!action!if!necessary;!required!outside!counseling;!placed!on!Behavior!Probation!
!

Examples!
!
Harm'to'Self:'including!but!not!limited!to:!
!

1. Substance!abuse,!including!tobacco,!alcohol!or!other!controlled!substances!!
2. Use!of!inappropriate!materials,!including!pornography!or!material!which!is!inflammatory!

or!derogatory!in!nature,!on!or!off!the!internet!!
3. Truancy!(absence!from!school!without!notification)!!
4. Major! cheating! (e.g.! on! a! test! or! important! assignment,! plagiarizing! or! copying! or!

purchasing!information!or!a!product!that!is!represented!as!original!work)!!
5. Skipping!school!
6. Deliberate!Disrespect/!Insubordination!/!Disobedience!

!
Harm'to'Others:'including!but!not!limited!to:!
!

1. Bullying! or! harassment:! physical,! emotional,! social,! sexual,! through! direct! contact! or!
social!media!!

2. Disrespect!or!insubordination!!
3. Threatening!a!school!Member,!Teachers!and!other!children!
4. Tampering!with!a!Fire!Extinguisher/!Alarm!or!set!up!a!false!alarm!

!!
Harm'to'property'/'Abuse'of'access'or'privilege:'including!but!not!limited!to:!

!
1. Serious!violations!of!AUP! (keystroke!or!password! capturing,! identity! theft,! violation!of!
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copyright!laws)!!
2. Intentionally!breaking,!damaging!or!stealing!school!property!!
3. Breaking!bounds!(i.e.!absconding!while!on!a!school!trip)!!
4. Sexual!Harassment!

!

Disciplinary'Action'
Issuing! of! Red! Card.! ParentE! teacherEfacilitatorE! Principal! Conference! in! person.! Immediate!
Expulsion!from!School!!

!

Amnesty'Provision'
!
As! we! deal! with! young! adolescents,! we! fully! recognize! that! they! are! tempted! to! experiment! with!
substances!and!practices! that!are!both!appealing! to! them!and!potentially!harmful! to! them!and!which!
they!lack!the!maturity!or!discretion!either!to!avoid!or!to!control.!Examples!include!tobacco,!alcohol!or!
drugs,!as!well!as!sexual!intimacy!or!obsessive!behaviors!such!as!compulsive!stealing.!
!
In!an!effort!to!ensure!that!students!get!the!help!they!need!when!dealing!with!behaviors!of!an!addictive!
or!particularly!dangerous!nature,!without! fear!of!punishment!which!would!prolong!disclosure! to! the!
extent! that! the! risk! of! harm! or! addiction! is! actually! increased,! the! school! has! created! an! “Amnesty!
Provision.”! The! provision! allows! students! to! seek! that! help! by! appealing! directly! to! the! counseling!
department!before!the!behavior!comes!to!the!attention!of!teachers!or!school!administrators!as!a!matter!
requiring!discipline!
!
Here!is!how!the!provision!works:!
!

1. A! student! can! tell! an! adult! or! a! friend! that! s/he! needs! help! dealing! with! an! addiction! or! a!
compulsive!behavior!or!habit!!

!
2. The! adult! or! friend! of! the! student! must! report! the! concern! directly! to! one! of! the! school!

counselors!!!
3. The! counselor! then! informs! the! Program! Leader! and! Principal,!who!will! sanction! use! of! this!

provision! as! long! as! the! behavior! has! not! already! been! reported! as! a! confirmed! discipline!
matter!!!

4. The!counselor!meets!with!the!student!and!makes!it!clear!that!the!student!must!tell!the!truth!and!
must!genuinely!seek!help!to!quit!the!harmful!behavior!!!

5. The!counselor!must!set!up!a!meeting!with!the!parent!and!the!student!to!identify!an!intervention!
strategy!for!addressing!the!issue.!The!strategy!should!include!any!or!all!of!the!following:!!!

a. Enrollment! in! a! registered,! respected! drug! or! alcohol! addiction! and! rehabilitation!
program,!with!confirmation!of!enrollment!and!attendance!by!the!organization!running!
the!program!!!

b. Ongoing!counseling!with!the!school!counselor!!!
c. An! affidavit,! signed! by! the! parents,! which! promises! to! support! the! objectives! of! the!

rehabilitation! program! and! to! seek! further! help! (i.e.! family! systems! therapy)! as!
identified!in!the!intervention!strategy!!!

d. A!time!frame!within!which!significant!progress!must!be!demonstrated!and!confirmed!by!
a!representative!of!the!rehabilitation!program!and!/!or!outside!counselor!!!

e. The! counselor! will! inform! the! student! and! the! parents,! and! obtain! a! signed!
acknowledgement,! that! if! the! student! is! caught! violating! a! school! policy! at! any! time!
during!or! after! the! intervention! strategy!has!been! implemented,! the!provisions!of! the!
Discipline!Matrix!will!be!invoked!and!the!Amnesty!Provision!will!be!revoked!!
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17. Student'Academic'Probation'
!
In!order!for!students!to!succeed!academically,!they!must!receive!consistent!support!and!intervention!at!
the! earliest! sign! that! they! are! struggling.! This! support! comes! in! the! form! both! of! assistance! and!
accountability.! The! assistance! is! outlined! in! our! Student! Support! Policy.! The! accountability! comes!
through!Academic!Probation,!outlined!here:!

1. If! a! student’s! semester!marks! have! dropped! to! a! cumulative! average! that! is! below! the! level!
agreed! upon! by! individual! programme! leaders! in! consultation!with! the! Teaching!&! Learning!
Team,!the!student!will!be!placed!on!Academic!Probation.!!

2. Parents! will! be! contacted! and! the! student! will! be! provided! with! immediate,! mandatory!
remediation!outside!of!school!hours.!

3. If!a!possible!learning!disability!is!suspected,!parents!are!expected!to!get!the!student!assessed!by!
a!qualified!educational!psychologist!and!the!results!made!available!to!the!school.!

4. If! a! learning! disability! is! subsequently! diagnosed,! then! the! provisions! of! our! Inclusion! Policy!
will!be!implemented.!

5. If! the!student! is!not!diagnosed!with!a! learning!disability,! then!s/he!must! improve!the!average!
(i.e.! raise! it! to!above!55%!cumulative)!AND!raise!all! individual!marks!above!C2!(50%)!by! the!
time!the!next!semester!marks!are!released.!!

6. If!the!marks!have!improved!after!one!marking!period,!the!student!will!be!taken!off!of!Academic!
Probation!and!reinstated!in!good!standing.!

7. If!marks!have!not!improved!after!one!marking!period,!another!conference!will!be!called!and!the!
probation!will!be!extended!only!once,!either! for!a!consecutive!semester!OR!for!any!additional!
semester!within!the!period!of!two!years.!

8. If!the!grades!have!not!improved!even!after!two!full!semesters!on!Academic!Probation,!then!the!
student!will!be!asked!to!find!a!more!appropriate!learning!environment.!!

18. Behavior'Probation'
!
As!with!Academic!Probation,!our!system!of!Behavior!Probation!is!designed!to!support!students!while!
holding!them!accountable!for!making!good!choices!rather!than!continuing!on!a!negative!path!that!may!
create!a!pattern!that!is!difficult!to!break,!leading!to!serious!consequences!down!the!line.!
!

1. Students! who! commit! a! SECOND! Level! 2! violation,! which! is! actually! considered! a! Level! 3!
violation,!will!be!placed!on!Behavioral!Probation.!!

2. This!means!they!are!assigned!to!a!counselor.!
3. They! are! also! required! to! meet! periodically! with! the! Program! Leader,! Class! Teacher! and!

Parents!for!monitoring.!!
4. Behavior!Probation!is!extended!only!once.!
5. If!even!after!an!extension!the!behavior!still!does!not!improve,!the!student!may!be!asked!to!find!

another!school.!

19. Disciplinary'Advisory'Council'
!
The! purpose! of! the! school’s! Discipline! Advisory! Council! is! to! promote! the! social! and! emotional!
development!of!students,!foster!respect!for!one!another,!and!appreciate!diversity!in!order!to!promote!a!
safe!and!harmonious!environment!free!of!abuse.!One!purpose!of!this!group!is!to!investigate!allegations!
of!abuse,!as!outlined!in!our!Child!Protection!Policy.!
!
It! also! acts! as! an! advisory! forum! in! case! of! serious! discipline! issues! involving! students! or! between!
students! and! teachers,! as! in! Level! Three! discipline! offenses.! It! ensures! due! process! and! a! balanced!
perspective!on!complicated!issues!involving!the!emotional!and!social!wellEbring!of!the!community.!
!
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The'Committee'shall'be'composed'of'the'following:!
!

1. Head!of!Counseling!(Chairperson)Program!Leaders!
2. Principal!!!
3. Counselor!
4. Psychologist!as!consultant,!in!advisory!position!!
5. Medical!personnel!(School!Doctor!or!outside!consultant)!in!advisory!position!!
6. Legal!authority,!in!advisory!position!!

20. Counselor’s'Role:'A'Brief'Introduction'
!
The!counselors!at!Heritage!address!the!academic,!social!and!psychological!needs!of!students!and!help!
to!reinforce!those!values!and!character!traits!that!we!have!identified!as!a!community.!The!counselor‘s!
work!is!differentiated!by!attention!to!developmental!stages!of!student!growth.!
!
The! counselor!works!with! all! students! and! parents! on! a! confidential! basis! as! long! as!maintaining! a!
confidence!does!not!put!the!student!at!risk!or!create!professional!or!personal!liability!for!the!counselor!
or! the! school.! It! is! recommended! that! the! counselor! uses! a! team! approach,! in! consultation!with! the!
Program! Leader,! classroom! teacher! or! any! other! adult!who! knows! the! student(s)!well! and! can! give!
insight.!
!
The!counselor!assists!students!through!four!primary!interventions:!counseling!(individual!and!group),!
large!group!guidance,!consultation!and!coordination.!The!counselor!provides!students!with!services!to!
enhance! personal! and! academic! achievement! and! development.! The! counselors! help! students! with!
selection! of! classes! each! year! plus! college! and! career! awareness,! personal! concerns,! curriculum!
information,! and! study! skills! assistance.! In! some! cases,! the! counselor! may! refer! students! and! their!
parents!to!outside!resources!who!offer!interventions,!expertise!and!perspectives!which!fall!outside!of!
the!purview!of!the!school.!
!
Students! are! referred! to! counselors! by! their! teachers! or! parents! and! they! are! also! encouraged! to!
approach! the! counselors! directly.! The! counseling! team! is! committed! to! keeping!parents! informed! as!
appropriate.!

21. Child'Protection'Policy'
!
(adapted'from'various'sources,'edited'from'the'full'version'which'appears'on'the'school'
website)!
!
Introduction!!
The!Heritage!School!recognizes!its!responsibility!to!protect!and!safeguard!the!welfare!of!children!and!
young!people!in!its!care.!!
The!main!elements!to!the!Child!Protection!Policy!are:!
!

1. Prevention!through!the!creation!of!a!positive!school!atmosphere!and!the!teaching,!and!pastoral!
support!offered!to!students.!!

2. Protection!by!following!agreed!procedures,!ensuring!staff!are!trained!and!supported!to!respond!
appropriately!and!sensitively!to!child!protection!concerns.!!

3. Support!to!students!who!may!have!been!abused.!!!
This!policy!applies!to!all!students,!staff,!volunteers!and!visitors!to!The!Heritage!School.!

'
School'Policy!
!
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We!recognize! that,! in!harmony!with!our!Dharmic!Principles,! it! is! our! responsibility! as! a! learning!
community! to! support! healthy! selfErespect,! confidence,! supportive! friends! and! clear! lines! of!
communication!with!a!trusted!adult!as!proactive!strategies!to!prevent!abuse.!!
Our!school!will!therefore:!!
1. Establish! and! maintain! an! environment! where! students! feel! safe! and! secure! and! are!

encouraged!to!talk!and!where!adults!listen!with!acceptance!and!respect.!!
2. Ensure!that!students!know!that!there!are!adults!within!the!school!whom!they!can!approach!

if!they!are!worried!or!are!in!difficulty.!!
3. Include!opportunities!integrated!into!the!Life!Skills!curriculum,!through!Crew!Time!and!Class!

Teacher!periods,!as!well!as!in!workshops!and!counseling!sessions,!which!equip!students!with!
the!skills!they!need!to!stay!safe!from!abuse.!!

4. Train!faculty!and!staff!to!recognize!and!support!issues!of!abuse!or!neglect.!!
5. The!school!will!work!with!parents! to!ensure! that! children!are!safe!and!are!knowledgeable!

about!their!rights!and!responsibilities!to!themselves!and!to!each!other!so!that!they!can!grow!
and!learn!in!a!safe!and!supportive!environment.!!

!
Roles'and'Responsibilities'!!
All! adults! working! with! or! on! behalf! of! children! have! a! responsibility! to! protect! them.! The!
administration!shall!be!responsible!for!ensuring!that!the!school!follows!safe!recruitment!processes.!
As!part!of!the!school’s!recruitment!and!vetting!process,!police!and!criminal!background!checks!will!
be!sought!on!all!staff!that!has!access!to!children.!!

!
Reporting'and'Responding'to'Allegations'of'Child'Abuse'!!
It!is!obligatory!for!parents,!guardians,!professionals,!teachers,!teacher’s!aides,!and!administrators!to!
report! incidents! of! physical! or! psychological! violence,! aggression,! harassment,! physical! or! sexual!
abuse!immediately!or!within!the!next!school!day,!to:!a!school!administrator!(e.g.!principal,!program!
leader)! or! any! of! the! school’s! counselors!who,! in! turn,! shall& inform& the& principal& immediately.!
Students!are!encouraged!to!report!incidents!for!which!they!themselves!or!others!may!be!the!victim.!
Reporting!by!students!may!be!verbal!or! in!writing!and!shared!with!any!school!employee,!who,! in!
turn,!shall!communicate!this!information!to!a!school!administrator!or!counselor.!The"Principal"will"
authorize" an" investigation," conducted" in" strictest" confidentiality,! including! written! documentation!
including!the!date,!person!or!persons!involved,!and!any!additional!relevant!information.!Following!
a!thorough!investigation,!the!Principal!shall!follow!the!steps!noted!in!these!guidelines,!documenting!
all! aspects!of! the! investigation!and! resulting!actions.! Such!actions! include,!but! are!not! limited! to,!
one!or!more!of!the!following:!!

!
1. conference!with!students!involved!!!
2. parent!notification!!!
3. meeting!with!parents!!!
4. meeting!with!others!pertinent!to!the!case,!including!alleged!perpetrator(s)!!!
5. contacting!school!doctor!!
6. psychological!assessment!!!
7. mandatory!counseling!sessions!!
8. referral!to!psychologist!for!outside!counseling!!!
9. suspension!and/or!termination!of!employment!(if!a!school!employee)!!
10. legal!action!as!required!!

!
Supporting'Students'at'Risk!!

1. The!school!recognizes!that!children!who!are!abused!or!who!witness!violence!may!find!it!difficult!
to! develop! a! sense! of! selfEworth! or! a! healthy! sense! of! trust! in! themselves! or! other! human!
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beings—especially!adults!!!
2. The!school!may!be!the!only!stable,!secure!and!predictable!element!in!the!lives!of!children!at!risk.!

Nevertheless,!while!at!school!their!behavior!may!still!be!challenging!and!defiant!or!they!may!be!
withdrawn.!!

3. The!school!will!endeavor!to!support!students!through!a:!!!
a. StudentEcentered! program! which! emphasizes! holistic! development! of! the! mind,! body,!

emotions!and!spirit!of!the!child.!!!
b. Positive,! supportive!and!secure!environment! that!gives!all! students!and!adults!a! sense!of!

being!respected!and!valued.!!!
c. consistent! approach! to! discipline! that! assures! that! even! though! some! behavior! is!

unacceptable,!nevertheless!students!will!be!valued!and!treated!with!care!and!respect!!!
d. commitment!to!develop!productive,!supportive!relationships!with!parents!!!
e. Development! and! support! of! a! responsive! and! knowledgeable! staff,! trained! to! respond!

appropriately!in!child!protection!situations.!!!
f. Recognition!that!in!a!home!environment!where!there!is!domestic!violence,!drug!or!alcohol!

abuse,!children!may!also!be!vulnerable!and!in!need!of!support!or!protection.!!
!

Abuse'includes'the'following:!
!

1. Inflicting!physical!injury!on!a!child!by!other!than!accidental!means,!causing!skin!bruising,!burns,!
disfigurement,!impairment!of!physical!or!emotional!health,!or!loss!or!impairment!of!any!bodily!
function,!death!!!

2. Creating!a!substantial!risk!of!physical!harm!to!a!child’s!bodily!functioning;!!
!

3. Committing! acts! that! are! cruel! or! inhumane! regardless! of! observable! injury.! Such! acts! may!
include,!but!are!not! limited! to,! instances!of!extreme!discipline!demonstrating!a!disregard!of!a!
child’s!pain!and/or!mental!suffering!!

!
4. Assaulting! or! criminally!mistreating! a! child! as! defined! by! either! the! criminal! code! or! school!

policy!!
!

5. Engaging! in! actions! or! omissions! resulting! in! injury! to,! or! creating! a! substantial! risk! to! the!
physical!or!mental!health!or!development!of!a!child!!!

6. Failing!to!take!reasonable!steps!to!prevent!the!occurrence!of!any!of!the!above.!!
!
Sexual'Abuse' is!committing!or!allowing!to!be!committed!any!sexual!offense!against!a!child!as!defined!
in! either! the! criminal! code! of! the! country! or! school! policy,! or! intentionally! touching! a! child,! either!
directly!or!through!clothing,!for!other!than!hygiene!or!child!care!purposes.!!
Sexual!abuse!has!some!different!characteristics!from!child!abuse!that!warrant!special!attention.!!
Sexual! abuse! requires!more! planning! (called! “grooming”)! and! far!more! secrecy! than! other! forms! of!
child!abuse,!so!is!more!difficult!to!report.!
!
Many! victims,! through! grooming,! are! taught! that! the! sex! is! a! form! of! love,! so! children!may! present!
themselves! as! happy! and! well! Eadjusted! with! no! negative! symptoms! because! of! their! perception! of!
being!loved.!Working!with!the!sexual!offender!cannot!be!done!by!school!counselors.!
!

22. Safe'School,'Safe'Staff'
!
It!is!essential!that!the!high!standards!of!concern!and!professional!responsibility!adopted!with!regard!to!
alleged!child!abuse!by!parents!are!similarly!displayed!when!members!of!staff!are!accused!of!abuse.!This!
means! that,! in! the! case! of! a! staff!member! reported! as! an! alleged! offender,! The!Heritage! School!will!
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conduct! a! full! investigation! and! take! any! and! all! professional! and! legal! steps! deemed! necessary! to!
protect!students.!

23. Information'And'Communication'Technology'(ICT)'
Acceptable'Use'Policy'

Primary'Usage'
!

Access! to! technology,! including! particularly! the! Internet,! is! to! be! used! primarily! for! Heritage!
SchoolErelated!educational!purposes,! including!communications!related!to!the!school’s!authorized!
professional!development!and!activities!related!to!a!person’s!duties.!!!

Internet'Usage'
!

The!Internet!is!a!wonderful!resource!for!students!and!teachers!but!is!an!open!and!nonEsecure!data!
carrier.!There!remain!hazards!of!cyber!harassment,!bullying!and!onEline!predators.!There!are!also!
sites! that!may!be!objectionable!due! to!political,! racist,! sexual! or!other! reasons.!The! sensitivity!of!
information! communicated! or! published! on! the! Internet! must! be! considered! and! appropriate!
measures!taken!to!protect!such!information.!Any!release!of!information!over!the!Internet!must!be!
in!accordance!with!privacy!and!child!safety!considerations.!

!
The!student!and!staff!must! learn!to!discern!between! facts,!perceptions!and!opinions!as! they!seek!
information! from! the! internet.! The! ability! to! reach! and! effectively! use! research! site[s]! will! be!
developed!in!the!student!in!the!course!of!the!education!at!THS.!The!habit!of!giving!credit!to!authors!
responsible!for!research!will!also!be!instilled!and!the!student!and!staff!will!be!discouraged!to!do!a!
copy/paste! job.! There! has! been! a! rise! in! the! incidents! of! Social!Networking! Site! registrations! by!
underEage!children.!There!have!also!been!incidents!of!cyber!bullying!and!writing!of!unkind!remarks!
on! the!walls! of! unsuspecting! friends,! sharing! of! pornographic!material.! The! School!Management!
strongly! discourages! the! violation! of! the!Usage!Policy! of! these! Social! networking! sites! and! email!
abuse! by! children! through! constant! dialogue,! workshop! sessions,! and! circulars! to! parents.! The!
hacking! and! attempts! at! hacking! the! school! personnel! email! accounts,! network! and! any! other!
school!assets!will!be!dealt!with!the!necessary!seriousness.!

!
The!following!guidance!and!precautions!will!be!taken!to!avoid!the!risks!associated!with!the!internet.!
!

1. If!an!innocent!search!on!the!internet!leads!to!an!inappropriate!site,!the!window!should!be!closed!
or!minimized!immediately.!The!staff!may!want!to!offer!a!simple!explanation!to!student!as!per!
the!age!group!!!

2. As!all!computers!are!connected!to!the!internet,!it!is!important!that!students!are!supervised!when!
working!on!the!computers.!!!

3. The! students! and! staff! are! advised! to! refrain! from! internet! requests! seeking! personal!
information,! receiving! inappropriate! content,! viewing! incitement! sites! and! onEsite! gambling!
sites!!!

4. It! is!strongly!advised!that!no! faceEface!meeting! is!arranged!with!a!person!that!a!student!knows!
only!through!emails/!internet.!!!

5. The! students! are! advised! to! read! the! AUP! of! social! networking! sites! and! comply! with! them!
especially!with!regards!to!eligibility.!The!students!are!not!allowed!to!surf!the!social!networking!
sites!at!school.!!!

6. ChatErooms,!discussion!forums!and!messaging!may!be!used!only!for!educational!purpose.!!!
7. The!users!are!advised!not!to!byEpass!the!filtering/blocking!software.!!
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Emailing'
1. Students! will! be! expected! to! communicate! with! teachers! through! established! forums! and!

therefore! are! provided" with" school" eCmail" accounts," which" are" intended" primarily" for" school"
business.!!

2. Students!are!also!expected!to!check!these!communication!forums!regularly!and!are!accountable!
for! information! shared!on! them!regarding!homework,!upcoming!events!or! examination!dates!
and!protocol!!!

3. Students! and! staff! should! refrain! from! sharing! personal! information! known! about! colleagues!
with!a!third!party!without!permission!from!person[s]!concerned.!!

!

Copyrighting'
!

Copyright!is!a!right!given!by!the!law!to!creators!of!literary,!dramatic,!musical!and!artistic!works!and!
producers!of!cinematograph! films!and!sound!recordings.! In! fact,! it! is!a!bundle!of!rights! including,!
inter! alia,! rights! of! reproduction,! communication! to! the! public,! adaptation! and! translation! of! the!
work.!There!could!be!slight!variations!in!the!composition!of!the!rights!depending!on!the!work.!The!
Indian'Copyright'Act,'1957!governs!the!system!of!copyrights!in!India.!
!
The!users!must!respect!the!copyright!and!licensing!laws!with!respect!to!software,!information!and!
other!materials! retrieved! from! the! Internet.! The! number! of! user! licenses! for! approved! software!
must! not! be! exceeded! by! illegal! copying! or! other! means.! Uploading! and! Downloading! of! unE
approved! software! is! not! permitted.! The! use! of! personal! disks,!memory! sticks! and! any! other! IT!
accessories!requires!prior!approval!from!the!IT!department.!!
Please'also'refer'to'the'section'on'Academic'Honesty!

Unacceptable'Usage'
!

Unacceptable! usage,! violation! of! protocol! or! abuse! of! IT! resources! can,! of! course,! range! from!
unintentional! damage! or! violation! due! to! carelessness! through! deliberate! misuse! or!
misappropriation! or! resources! which! are! tantamount! to! theft,! bullying,! forgery! or! other! serious!
crimes!and!misdemeanors.!Consequences!will!be!consistent!with! the!school’s!overall!approach! to!
discipline,!as!specified!in!our!Discipline!Matrix,!which!specifies!that!sanctions!should!fit!the!nature!
of!the!infractions!and!proportional!with!the!level!of!harm!that!results!from!the!incident.!Sanctions!
can!range!from!temporary!loss!of!access!to!IT!resources,! inEhouse!or!outEofEschool!suspension!for!
relatively!minor!infractions!to!expulsion!for!“cybercrimes.”!

!
IT!policy!violations!include!but!are!not!limited!to!the!following;!

!
1. Leaving!a!mobile!device!such!as!a!laptop!or!tablet,!turned!on!in!class,!unless!it!is!being!used!

for!a!designated!purpose.!!
2. Taking!unauthorized!pictures!with!a!mobile!device!or,!particularly,!publishing!them!without!

permission,!particularly!of!minors.!!
3. Posting/downloading/sharing!for!nonEeducational!related!reasons.!.!
4. Eating,!drinking!or!behaving!carelessly!around!IT!equipment!in!labs!and!classrooms.!!
5. Distribution!of!unsolicited!advertising!or!commercial!electronic!messages,!electronic!“chain!

letters”,!nuisance!text!messages.!!
6. Accessing!of!malicious,!offensive!or!harassing!material.!!
7. Usage!for!personal!financial!gain,!religious!or!political!lobbying,!nonEwork!related!streaming!

audio!or!video.!!
8. Usage!of!nonEapproved!file!sharing!technologies.!!
9. Usage!of! unauthorized! equipment! and!unauthorized/!unlicensed! software!on! any!THS! ICT!
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facilities.!Any! equipment!or! software! identified! as!unapproved! and/or!unlicensed!must!be!
removed!immediately.!!!

10. Damaging!or!Vandalizing!the!IT!equipment!and!software.!!
11. Causing! Interference!or!disruption! to!other!networked!or!sharedEsystem!users,! services!or!

equipment!and!propagation!of!any!form!of!malicious!software!(viruses,!worms,!etc.).!!!
12. Usage! of! the! network! to! make! unauthorized! entry! into! other! information! systems,!

communications!devices!or!resources.!!!
13. Stealing! someone’s! identity! to! send! out! messages! in! his/her! name! or! under! his! /her!

authority.!!
14. Using!social!network!sites,!eEmails,!text!messages,!phone!calls!or!any!other!form!of!electronic!

communication,! private! or! public,! to! harass,! bully! or! intimidate! another! member! of! the!
community.!

System'Monitoring'and'Audit'
!
While!the!school!works!on!the!principle!of!trust!and!respect!to!all,!precautions!are!taken!to!safeguard!
the!IT!landscape!of!the!school.!!Since!students!have!been!given!schoolEsponsored!eEmail!addresses!and!
will!be!accessing!mails!and!internet!through!our!server.!
!
The! filtering!and!monitoring!strategy! is!reviewed!by!Senior!Management!to!ensure!that! it! is!effective!
and!reasonable.!

Reporting'of'Violation'
!
Suspected!violations!may!be!reported!to!a!teacher,!counselor!or!school!administrator!in!person/!email!
and! the! confidentiality! of! the! report!will! be! respected.! The! School! ensures! a! proper! handling! of! the!
issue! and! will! engage! with! the! School! counselor,! parents,! staff! and! students! depending! upon! the!
incident.!!
The!ICT!security!incidents!include!(but!are!not!limited!to):!
!

1. software!malfunction,!for!example!virus!attacks!!!
2. theft!or!suspected!theft!of!any!THS!resources,!equipment!or!information;!!!
3. a!breach!of!security!resulting!in!nonEcompliance!regarding!privacy!of!information!!

!
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Section C: Social Media Acceptable Usage Policy 
Section D:  Advice for Parents 
Section E:  Bibliography 
Section F: ICT Acceptable Usage Policy Form 
Section G: Multimedia Policy Consent Form 
 

Instructions: 
1. Students and parents*/caregivers/legal guardians please read and discuss all sections carefully. 
2. Parents and students sign section E and F and return that page to the school office. 
3. Please keep sections A to D for future reference. 
4. If you have any questions about this agreement, please contact the school. 
* The term ‘parent’ used throughout this document also refers to legal guardians and caregivers. 
 

Important terms used in this document: 
 
1. The abbreviation ‘ICT’ in this document refers to the term ‘Information and Communication 

Technologies’ 
2. ‘The school’ in this document refers to the term ‘The Heritage School, Rohini, New Delhi’  
3. ‘Cyber safety’ refers to the safe use of the Internet and ICT equipment/devices, including mobile 

phones. 
4. ‘School ICT’ refers to the school’s computer network, Internet access facilities, computers, and other 

school ICT equipment/devices as outlined below 
5. The term ‘ICT equipment/devices’ used in this document, includes but is not limited to; computers 

(such as desktops, laptops, PDAs, tablet), storage devices (such as USB and flash memory 
devices, CDs, DVDs, floppy disks, iPods, MP3 players), cameras (such as video, digital, 
webcams), all types of mobile phones, gaming consoles, video and audio players/receivers (such 
as portable CD and DVD players), and any other, similar, technologies as they come into use. 

6. ‘Objectionable’ in this agreement means material that deals with matters such as sex, cruelty, drug 
abuse, nudity or violence in such a manner that it is likely to be injurious to the good of students or 
incompatible with a school environment.  

 

Overview  
Curriculum integration with the use of technology involves the infusion of technology as a tool to enhance 
the learning in a content area or multidisciplinary setting. Technology enables students to learn in ways 
not previously possible. Effective integration of technology is achieved when students are able to select 
technology tools to help them obtain information in a timely manner, analyze and synthesize the 
information, and present it professionally.  
Besides, the students are rapidly using the social networking sites, mobile tools, instant texting to 
exchange ideas and connect with one another. While this provides a great collaboration opportunity, the 
students need to be constantly advised on the dangers lurking in the internet. 
 

Purpose  
The purpose of this policy is to define the appropriate uses of the Internet and ICT resources by the 
school students. At school, a balance is required between setting rules and allowing the liberty to explore, 
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connect and experiment while advocating responsible use. This Policy Document is required to educate 
the users of their rights and duties and enable the users to leverage ICT with confidence and develop 
ownership for their online experience.  
 

Scope  
The ICT usage Policy applies to all students who access the Internet or ICT during school hours. The 
school's ICT users are expected to be familiar with and to comply with this policy, and are also required 
to use their common sense and exercise their good judgment while using Internet services.  
The policy covers all school owned ICT systems and privately-owned devices (laptops, cameras, mobile 
phones, tablets, pen drives, etc.).  
 

Disclaimer and Contractual Obligation  
The school maintains policies about the use and security of its systems in the interests of protecting its 
users and ensuring the reliability of information systems. All students are expected to be familiar with 
these policies. Violations of policies stated in this document can lead to the suspension of ICT system 
usage privileges pending investigation of circumstances. Serious violations of the policy will be referred 
directly to the appropriate authorities. The penalties may be as severe as suspension or dismissal of 
enrolment, termination from the school, and/or criminal prosecution by appropriate law enforcement 
agencies. The use of the school’s network and facilities constitutes acceptance of this policy.  
This policy shall be deemed to have been made in New Delhi, and shall be construed in accordance with 
the laws of the State. All actions or proceedings relating, directly or indirectly, to this policy shall be 
litigated only in courts located within the State jurisdiction. 
 

Section A: Initiatives and Rules for ICT 
 
This section of the document includes information about the students obligations, responsibilities, and the 
nature of possible consequences associated with cyber safety breaches which undermine the safety of 
the school environment. 
 
 
1. ACCEPTABLE USAGE 

1.1. Internet usage is granted for the sole purpose of supporting school activities. All students must 
follow the school’s principles regarding resource usage and exercise good judgment in using 
the Internet. 

1.2. Acceptable use of the ICT might include: 
1.3. Communication between students/ vendors/teachers for school purposes 
1.4. Research for school purposes 
1.5. Studying computer science and other software packages associated with the school � 
1.6. All students whether or not they make use of the school’s computer network, Internet access 

facilities, computers and other ICT equipment/devices in the school environment, will be issued 
with a use agreement. Students and their parents/guardians are required to read these pages 
carefully, and return the signed use agreement form to the school office for filing. 

1.7. Students will be permitted to use privately-owned/leased ICT equipment/devices on the school 
site, or at any school-related activity, only after the policy document is signed by the 
parents/guardians and sub mitted to the school. 
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1.8. The use of any privately-owned/leased ICT equipment/devices on the school site, or at any 
school-related activity must be appropriate to the school environment and only under the 
observation of the school staff members. 
 

2. PROHIBITED USAGE 
All policies listed in this point are strictly prohibited in the school. Any violation will result in strict 
disciplinary action from the school. 
 

2.1. School’s Digital Content 
2.1.1. Accessing school information that is not within the scope of one’s work which includes 

unauthorized reading of employee/student account information, unauthorized access of 
personnel file information, and accessing information that is not needed for the proper 
execution of job functions. 

2.1.2. Using school digital content (images, research, reports, records etc.) for personal usage. 
2.1.3. Misusing, disclosing without proper authorization, or altering student or personnel 

information. This includes making unauthorized changes to a personnel file or sharing 
electronic school or personnel data with unauthorized personnel.  

2.1.4. Deliberate pointing or hyper-linking of school Web sites to other Internet/WWW sites whose 
content may be inconsistent with or in violation of the aims or policies of the school. 
 

2.2. Inappropriate Digital Content  
Inappropriate Digital content includes but not limited to pornography, drug abuse, nudity, illegal 
content, content that harasses a particular caste, creed, race, sex or individual. It is strictly 
prohibited to: 

2.2.1. Acquire, store, and distribute such data  
2.2.2. Access, or attempt to access such content on the internet. 
2.2.3. Download, save or distribute such material by copying, storing, printing or showing it to other 

people 
2.2.4. Download and distribute such digital content that is illegal or infringes the Indian Copyright 

Law.  
2.2.5. Conduct of a business enterprise, political activity, engaging in any form of intelligence 

collection from our school premises, engaging in fraudulent activities, or knowingly 
disseminating false or otherwise libellous materials. 

2.2.6. ICT Medium (email, text or social media content) 
2.2.7. Impersonating any school staff or student on any digital platform. 
2.2.8. Engage in cyberbullying, harassment, or disrespectful conduct toward staff or students in a 

way that could cause offence to any individual or harm them (physically, mentally or socially), 
put anyone at potential risk, or in any other way be inappropriate to the school environment. 
 

2.3. ICT Resources 
2.3.1. Any attempt to get around or bypass security, monitoring and filtering that is in place at 

school or disrupt the smooth running of any school ICT systems. 
2.3.2. Using ICT resources (school/privately owned) without permission of the school authorities 

and beyond the approved duration.  
 

3. E-MAIL COMMUNICATION  
3.1. E-mail is an official channel for communication for the school. 
3.2. All email communication between students and staff members on school purposes must be 

made from an official school email account. 
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3.3. Students need to use a formal tone while communicating through e-mail. 
3.4. Students should login with their own user name/email ID and not allow anyone else to use 

them. 
 

4. PASSWORDS 
4.1. Passwords must be strong. A strong password is at least 8 characters in length with a mix of 

lower case (abd . . .) and upper case (ABC . . .) letters, symbols (#*@ . . .) and numerals (123 . 
. .) 

4.2. Students should not allow any other person access to any equipment/device/software logged in 
under their own user account.  

4.3. Students should not share their password with anyone else. 
 
 

5. PERSONAL USAGE 
5.1. Using school computer resources to access the Internet for personal purposes is strictly 

prohibited and will call for disciplinary action. 
5.2. Students who choose to store or transmit personal information such as private keys, credit card 

numbers or certificates or make use of Internet "wallets" on the school’s devices do so at their 
own risk. The school is not responsible for any loss of information, such as information stored in 
the wallet, or any consequential loss of personal property. 

5.3. The school logo, which is produced in various forms, is a registered trademark and a key part 
of the School’s identity. Its use is tightly constrained and it is most unlikely that any use on 
social media will be authorized. For any requests about the logo, contact the IT Department. 
 

6. EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY 
 

6.1. Monitoring 
Students should consider their Internet activities as periodically monitored and limit their 
activities accordingly. The school reserves the right to examine E-mail, personal file directories, 
web access, and other information stored on the school ICT, at any time and without notice. 
This examination ensures compliance with internal policies and assists with the management of 
company information systems. 
 
 
 

6.2. E-mail Confidentiality 
Students should be aware that clear text E-mail is not a confidential means of communication. 
The school cannot guarantee that electronic communications will be private. Students should 
be aware that electronic communications can, depending on the technology, be forwarded, 
intercepted, printed, and stored by others. Students should also be aware that once an E-mail is 
transmitted it may be altered. Deleting an E-mail from an individual workstation will not 
eliminate it from the various systems across which it has been transmitted. 
 

6.3. Auditing 
The school may audit its computer network, Internet access facilities, computers and other 
school ICT equipment/devices or commission an independent forensic audit. Auditing of the 
may include any stored content, and all aspects of their use, including email. 
 

7. SCHOOL HARDWARE RESOURCES 
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7.1. Students shall use the school’s ICT resources with respect and care. 
7.2. Any ICT resource issued in the name of a students will be the students responsibility for the 

assigned duration. 
7.3. Students will not connect any device (such as a USB drive, camera or phone) to, or attempt to 

run any software on, school ICT without the IT Department’s permission. This includes all 
wireless technologies as well. 

7.4. Students need to report any breakages/damage of the school ICT resources to the school 
authorities immediately. 

7.5. In case of any deliberate damage/breakage/loss of school ICT resources, the concerned 
student(s) will charged for repair costs.  

 

Section B: Multimedia and Publishing Policy 
 

1. Multimedia can be used as a resource for the school’s training, learning and advocacy. This section 
of the document lists the school’s policy towards usage of multimedia and publishing of digital 
images/videos.  

2. Staff are permitted to take digital/video images to support educational aims, but distribution of those 
images should be done only for organizational purpose. 

3. The pictures to be published on the school’s website, or elsewhere, will be selected carefully and will 
comply with good practice guidance on image use. 

4. The student’s full name will not be used anywhere on a website or blog, particularly in association 
with photographs. 

5. A written consent from the parents or guardians will be taken for publishing of photographs of 
students on the school website and social media sites. 

 

Section C: Social Media Acceptable Usage Policy 
 

Overview 
The widespread availability and use of social media applications bring opportunities to understand, 
engage, and communicate in new and exciting ways. It is important that we are able to use these 
technologies and services effectively and flexibly. However, it is also important to ensure that we balance 
this with our duties to our school, the community, our legal responsibilities and our reputation.  
For example, our use of social networking applications has implications for our duty to safeguard 
children, young people and vulnerable adults.  
The policy requirements in this document aim to provide this balance to support innovation whilst 
providing a framework of good practice. They apply to all members of students at the school.  
The purpose of the policy is to:  

• Protect the school from legal risks  
• Ensure that the reputation of the school, its students and governors is protected  
• Safeguard all children  
• Ensure that any users are able clearly to distinguish where information provided via social media is 

legitimately representative of the school  
 

What is Social Media? 
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Social media is a fun part of everyday life, but it can carry risks. This short guide is intended to help the 
students to avoid any pitfalls, while still making best use of social media for study and research as well as 
social purposes.  

Despite the immense opportunities represented by social media, there are significant risks, not least 
business, legal, and reputational. Social media allow individuals to communicate with a potentially huge 
audience, and given the interpersonal nature of their form, can blur the lines between a personal voice 
and an institutional voice.  

Social media includes any Web site in which visitors are able to publish content to a larger group.  
Content shared may include (but is not limited to) personal information, opinions, research, commentary, 
video, pictures, or business information.  Social networking applications include, but are not limited to: 
Blogs, Online discussion forums, Collaborative spaces, Media sharing services, ‘Microblogging’ 
applications, and online gaming environments. Examples include Twitter, Facebook, Windows Live 
Messenger, YouTube, Flickr, Xbox Live, Blogger, Tumblr, Last.fm, and comment streams on public 
websites such as newspaper site.  

 

Social Media Guidelines for students 
1. THINK ABOUT YOUR PERSONAL SAFETY.  

Don’t reveal data about you that:  
1.1. could be used to impersonate you/steal your identity (date and place of birth, for example)  
1.2. might reveal your actual whereabouts or when you’re not somewhere (at home, for example) - 

so think about who you share your location  
1.3. which might cost you money (look out for scams and freebies: anything that looks too good to 

be true, usually is!)  
1.4. Never give out your password to anyone other than a guardian or parent. 

 
2. GET THE TONE RIGHT.  

Never forget that your postings, whether they are on a blog or public Facebook site, can be read by 
millions. Ensure your tone is right and strike the right balance between informality and formality.  

 
 
3. THINK TWICE BEFORE POSTING.  

There is no such thing as privacy on the internet. Word spreads quickly. Search engines can turn up 
posts years after they are created - even after you think you have deleted them - and comments can 
be forwarded or copied. Inappropriate or inaccurate comments which are damaging to a person’s 
reputation should be avoided, as they could result in a claim of libel. Do not say anything online that 
you would not say in public. Think carefully about posting anything which you would not want a future 
employer to read.  
 

4. WHAT MIGHT SEEM ANONYMOUS USUALLY ISN’T.  
Your use can be tracked, even if you think you have an anonymous user account.  

 
5. MAKE IT ACCURATE.  

If you are making a serious contribution to a debate via social media, make sure you get all your facts 
right, as you would when be writing an essay or a report. If your content is associated with the school, 
then it reflects on the school’s reputation for quality.  
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6. BE RESPECTFUL. 

Content on a social media site could encourage comments or discussion of opposing ideas – the 
audience is far wider than your peers. Consider all comments and responses carefully in light of how 
they would reflect on you or the school.  

 
7. RELATIONSHIPS ONLINE.  

Be careful of relationships developed online. You don’t really know who the other person is online. 
Never under any circumstance meet someone alone in person whom you have only met online. 
You don’t really know who the other person is online. Never under any circumstance meet someone 
alone in person whom you have only met online. 

 

Section D: Advice for Parents 
 

1. While in school, teachers will guide students towards appropriate materials on the Internet. Outside 
school, parents or guardians bear the same responsibility for such guidance as they would normally 
exercise with information sources such as television, telephones, movies, radio and other media.  

2. Appropriate home use of the Internet by children can be educationally beneficial, and can make a 
useful contribution to home and school work. It should, however, be supervised, and parents should 
be aware that they are responsible for their children's use of Internet resources at home.  

3. Parents should discuss with their children the rules for using the Internet and decide together what 
comprises appropriate use.  

4. Parents should get to know the sites their children visit, and talk to them about what they are learning. 
5. Parents should ensure that they give their agreement before their children give out personal identifying 

information in any electronic communication on the Internet, such as a picture, an address, a phone 
number, the school name, or financial information such as credit card or bank details. In this way they 
can protect their children (and themselves) from unwanted or unacceptable overtures from strangers, 
from unplanned expenditure and from fraud.  

6. Parents should encourage their children not to respond to any unwelcome, unpleasant or abusive 
messages, and to tell them if they receive any such messages or images. If the message comes from 
an Internet service software provided by the school, they should immediately inform the school.  

 

Section E: Bibliography 
http://www.cybersafety.org.nz/kit/Use%20Agreements/agreements/secondary_ua.html 
http://stpatricksacademy.wholeschoolvle.com/file.php/1/internet-policy.pdf 
http://www.lse.ac.uk/intranet/LSEServices/policies/pdfs/school/guiSocMedStu.pdf 
http://www.cushing.org/page/summer/student-life/summer-student-handbook/social-media-policy-for-
students 
http://www.nhcs.net/mosleyplc/documents/Picture_Release.pdf 
http://www.cusd80.com/cms/lib6/AZ01001175/Centricity/Domain/3789/Photo_Release_Permission_Slip.
pdf 
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WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE SCHOOL WILL: 
1. Do its best to keep the school cyber safe. This includes working to restrict access to inappropriate, 

harmful or illegal material on the Internet or school ICT equipment/devices at school or at school-
related activities, and enforcing the IT safety rules and requirements detailed in use agreements. 

2. Keep a copy of this signed use agreement form on file 
3. Respond appropriately to any breaches of the use agreements 
4. Provide members of the school community with IT safety education designed to complement and 

support the use agreement initiative 
5. Welcome enquiries from students or parents about ICT safety issues. 

 
 
AS A STUDENT:  
1. I will read this use agreement carefully 
2. I will follow the rules and instructions whenever I use the school’s ICT  
3. I will also follow the rules whenever I use privately-owned ICT on the school site or at any school-

related activity, regardless of its location 
4. I will avoid any involvement with material or activities which could put at risk my own safety, or the 

privacy, safety or security of the school or other members of the school community 
5. I will take proper care of school ICT. I know that if I have been involved in the damage, loss or theft of 

ICT equipment/devices, my family may have responsibility for the cost of repairs or replacement 
6. I will keep this document somewhere safe so I can refer to it in the future 
7. I will ask the school management if I am not sure about anything to do with this agreement 
 
AS A PARENT: 
1. I will read this IT safety use agreement carefully and discuss it with my child so we both have a clear 

understanding of their role in the school’s work to maintain a IT safe environment 
2. I will ensure this use agreement is signed by my child and by me, and returned to the school 
3. I will encourage my child to follow the rules and instruction 
4. I will contact the school if there is any aspect of this use agreement I would like to discuss. 
5. I have read this ICT use agreement document and am aware of the school’s initiatives to maintain a 

cyber safe learning environment, including my child’s responsibilities.  
6. I also understand that the school may need to access privately owned ICT devices for investigation 

in case of any breaches of this policy document.  
!

Section G: Multimedia Policy Consent Form 
During the students tenure in the school, his/her image/photograph may be included in a classroom or 
school project that could be used in one of the following ways: 
1. Used as a demonstration project/activity in education workshops/classes/conferences 
2. Used as a sample project/activity on CD’s created by the school for use in education workshops and 

student classrooms 
3. Posted on the school web pages and schools social media web sites 
4. Appear on videotape made during a student presentation of their project, or in broadcasts or 

videotapes demonstrating computer multimedia in general 
5. Used in a printed publication such as a newspaper or magazine 
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Amendment Number 1: Dated: 5th March, 2018 under Section G: Multimedia Policy Consent Form 
of the Acceptable Usage Policy Document. 
 
NOTE: All the pointers mentioned in Section G: Multimedia Policy Consent Form of the 
Acceptable Usage Policy Document is also applicable for all the parents. 
 

As a parent or guardian of this student, I hereby consent to the use of photographs/videotape taken during the 
course of the school year for publicity, promotional and/or educational purposes (including publications, 
presentation or broadcast via newspaper, internet or other media sources). I do this with full knowledge and 
consent and waive all claims for compensation for use, or for damages.!

25. First'Aid'Facility'
!
The!medical!room!is!located!on!the!first!!!floor.!This!room!is!open!for!students!who!may!need!first!aid!
services!from!7:45a.m.!to!4:00!p.m.!There!is!a!Nurse!available.!Students!going!to!the!dispensary!during!
class!time!must!have!a!class!pass!from!the!teacher!whose!class!they!are!missing.!School!Almanac!signed!
by!the!nurse!on!duty!must!be!submitted!to!the!teacher!when!a!student!returns!to!the!classroom.!If!the!
nurse! determines! that! the! student! is! too! ill! to! continue! with! classes,! parents! will! be! notified! and!
requested!to!take!the!student!home.!The!nurse!records!the!details!of!every!student!referral!in!a!record!
book.!Students!who!are!sent!home!by!the!nurse!will!need!to!be!checked!out!at!the!reception!as!usual.!
The!health!service!staff!cannot!keep!sick!children!at!school,!so!parents!are!expected!to!come!pick!them!
up!immediately.!While!they!may!refer!students!for!vision!testing,!personal!hygiene,!or!other!problems!
related! to! health,! school! staff! are! not! available! for! consultations! on! personal! health! issues—nor! are!
they! in! a!position! to!make!diagnoses!or!prescribe!medication.!Parents!must! always! follow!up!with!a!
visit!to!their!family!physician!after!their!child[ren]!have!been!referred!to!the!dispensary.!In!case!of!an!
injury! the! child! is! taken! to! the! hospital! in! consultation!with! the! parents.! In! serious! situations,! if! the!
parent!is!not!contactable!the!school!will!take!the!necessary!action!which!may!also!mean!hospitalization.!
!
It!is!mandatory!for!the!parents!to!fill!the!online!Medical!Form!that!records!the!health!and!the!medical!
history! of! the! child,! on! the! school!web! site.! It! is! the! responsibility! of! the! parent! to! keep! the! school!
authorities! informed! about! any! ailment/injury/medication! that! the! school! needs! to! take! care! of.!
Parents!must!submit!the!detailed!document!of!the!symptoms,!actions!to!be!taken!immediately!and!any!
other!important!guidelines!that!will!help!the!school!take!care!of!the!child!within!the!school!premises.!

26. Transportation'Policy'
!
The!school!does!not!provide! transport! facility! for! its!students.!This! facility!was!available!only! for! the!
first!two!years!when!the!school!began,!hence,!only!those!students!are!availing!the!bus!facility!now.!All!
other! students! commute! to! and! from! their! school! using! the! arrangement!made!by! their! parents! like!
personal!pick!up!or!shared!cabs.!
The!school!operates!its!buses!on!specific!routes.!Though!we!try!our!best,!it!may!not!always!be!possible!
to! drop! students! at! their! doorstep! or! to! accommodate! requests! for! changes.! Once! a! route! has! been!
finalized! no! changes/diversions!will! be! entertained,! and! parents! are! requested! to! coEoperate.! If! any!
student!is!found!violating!the!code!of!conduct!for!the!bus,!the!bus!facility!may!be!withdrawn.!The!onus!
of!deciding!the!gravity!of!the!situation!is!on!the!teacher!in!charge!of!the!bus.!
 
The!students!are!expected!to!report!to!the!route!incharge!in!the!dispersal!area,!latest!by!2:33pm.!The!
attendance! is! recorded! by! the! route! incharges! in! their! respective! route! diary.! The! route! incharge!
reserves!the!right!to!deny!dispersal!to!the!student!who!arrives!later!than!the!prescribed!time.!In!such!
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cases,!the!parent!will!be!intimated!and!will!be!required!to!make!the!necessary!arrangements!to!pick!up!
their!child!from!the!school!before!3:45pm.!
!

The!transportation!policies!and!procedures!for!parents!are!given!below:!
!

1. The!list!of!stops!is!prepared!keeping!in!view!the!convenience!and!safety!of!all!the!commuters.!
Therefore,!buses!will!not!stop!according!to!individual!convenience.!!

!
2. Parents!are!required!to!pick!up!the!child!from!the!designated!stop.!In!case!the!

parent/guardian/caretaker!is!not!there!to!receive!the!child!with!the!IEcard,!the!driver!is!
instructed!to!bring!back!the!child!to!the!school.!!

!
3. In!case!of!a!change!in!route!or!destination,!please!inform!the!school!transport!authorities!in!

writing!to!facilitate!efficient!planning.!Please!inform!us!in!advance!because!drivers!are!not!
authorized!or!permitted!to!take!these!decisions.!Please!avoid!calling!drivers!directly!as!the!
mobile!phones!given!to!them!are!for!emergencies!only!and!they!are!not!permitted!to!use!them!
while!driving.!

!
a. Students!in!Class!V!or!above!will!be!allowed!to!enter!their!homes!or!compounds!without!

being!met!by!a!parent!/!guardian!/!caretaker!ONLY!IF!a!signed!authorization!letter!is!on!
file!with!the!school.!!

!
b. Students!will!be!held!responsible!for!any!damage!caused!to!the!bus!by!their!negligence!

or!vandalism!and!fine!will!be!incurred.!!
!

c. On!receiving!a!complaint!against!a!student!causing!inEdiscipline!or!being!disobedient!to!
the!bus!staff,!his/her!bus!facility!is!liable!to!be!withdrawn.!!!

d. Parents!should!drop!their!children!outside!the!bus!and!should!not!board!the!school!bus.!!
!

e. Parents!are!requested!not!to!complain!to!the!bus!driver,!conductor!or!security!guard!but!
report!the!matter!to!the!transport!in!charge!/!section!educator!in!writing.!!

!
4. Please!ensure!that!you!understand!the!transport!rules!and!encourage!your!child!to!follow!them!to!

enable!the!smooth!running!and!safety!of!the!transport!system.!!
!

Bus/Cab'Rules'for'Students'
1. All!the!students!using!the!school!bus!or!cabs!are!expected!to!be!at!the!stop!at!least!five!minutes!

before!the!arrival!time!of!the!vehicle.!
2. Vehicles!will!not!wait!for!late!comers.!
3. Students!should!board!and!exit!the!vehicle!in!an!orderly!and!safe!manner.!
4. No!student!should!come!near!the!entry!door!of!the!bus!until!it!comes!to!a!complete!halt.!
5. Children!should!stay!away!from!the!main!road!until!the!vehicle!arrives.!
6. The!front!door!of!the!bus!is!the!only!authorized!entrance!and!exit.!
7. All!students!should!occupy!the!vacant!seats!immediately!after!boarding!the!bus.!
8. Students!are!to!occupy!only!one!seat!in!the!bus.!
9. Sit!with!your!bottom!on!the!seat,!your!back!against!the!seat,!and!your!feet!on!the!floor.!
10. Students!should!not!lean!out!of!the!window!and!should!keep!all!body!parts!inside.!!
11. Students!should!not!leave!their!seat/stand!without!permission!from!the!driver.!
12. Do!not!litter!in!the!bus,!damage!or!destroy!property.!
13. Objects!or!eatables!of!any!kind!must!not!be!discarded!inside!or!thrown!out!of!the!bus.!
14. Be!soft!and!gentle!in!your!conversations!in!the!vehicle.!
15. No!student!should!disturb!or!harass!any!other!student,!teacher,!didi!or!bhaiyya!in!the!bus.!
16. Do!not!disturb!others,!especially!the!driver.!
17. Students!should!not!play!games!within!the!vehicle!that!cause!physical!harm!to!other!students.!
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18. Students!will!not!indulge!in!any!form!of!physical!or!verbal!abuse.!
19. Students!should!treat!the!vehicle!with!care.!
20. No!student!will!tamper!with!bus/!vehicle!controls!or!emergency!equipment.!
21. Any!damage!caused!to!the!vehicle!will!be!charged!to!the!person!responsible!or!when!not!owned!

up!divided!equally!amongst!passengers.!This!is!your!transport!and!for!your!comfort.!Take!care!
of!it.!

22. The!drivers!are!authorized!to!stop!buses!at!the!designated!stops!only,!unless!otherwise!directed!
by!the!teacher!in!the!bus.!

23. Be! courteous! to! the! staff! on! the! bus! and! follow! instructions.! Students!will! be! respectful! and!
listen!to!the!guards,!didis!and!bhaiyyas!in!the!bus.!

24. Always!obey!and!respect!the!bus!monitor/!conductor!and!the!driver.!
25. Usage!of!cell!phones!or!any!other!electronic!gadgets!is!not!allowed.!
26. When!disembarking!from!the!vehicle,!ensure!that!you!are!carrying!all!your!belongings!and!look!

out!carefully!for!the!road!traffic.!
27. Students!should!not!get!on!or!off!the!vehicle!while!it!is!in!motion.!
28. Students!should!not!use!unassigned!bus!or!unassigned!bus!stop!without!permission.!
29. Parents!are!requested!not!to!complain!to!the!bus!driver/guard!in!case!of!a!problem!but!report!

the!matter!to!the!Transport!In!Charge/Class!Teachers!in!writing.!
30. To!pick!up!the!child!at!the!bus!stop,!it!is!mandatory!that!the!IEcard!is!presented!to!the!bus!guard.!!
31. No!parent!will!board!the!bus!without!the!permission!of!the!school.!
32. No!parent!will!take!any!disciplinary!action!in!his!own!hands!against!any!other!student.!

Children'Using'Public/Hired'Transport'
The'above'mentioned'rules'are'also'applicable'to'students'availing'public'transport.'The'school'
shall'take'necessary'action'if'the'disciplinary'issue'is'brought'to'school.'All'the'parents'should'
also'pass'on'the'copy'of'the'rules'to'the'public'transporters'hired'by'them.'

Bus'Discipline'Procedure'For'Students'
When! students!misbehave! on! the! bus,! they!put! themselves! and!others! at! risk! of! serious! injury.!As! a!
result,! we! take! repeated! offenses! very! seriously! and! will! assign! consequences! accordingly.! It! is!
imperative!that!students!respect!and!obey!the!Route!In!charges!,!the!Guards!on!Duty!and!the!Driver.!

1. Level!One!–!First!or!minor!offense,!verbal!warning!by!bus!conductor.!
2. Level! Two! –! Repetition! of! the! First! level! offense! or!more! serious! offense,! written!warning! by!

Transportation!manager;!Class!Teacher!notified,!Disciplinary!Form!will!be!sent!home!for!parent!
signature! or! parents! are! called;! student! loses! transportation! privileges! for! one! week! (5!
days),The!student!misbehavior!gets!documented!in!the!School/ERP!system!

3. Level!Three!–!Repetition!of!any!of!the!above!or!offence!of!more!serious!nature!parents!will!be!
called;! student! placed! on! Behavior! Probation! Student! loses! bus! privileges! for! the! rest! of! the!
year,!subject!to!additional!discipline!as!appropriate.!Termination!from!school!may!also!happen!

!

Guidelines'For'Parents'Using'Private'Transportation'
1. The!vehicle!must!be!in!good!condition.!
2. Sitting!capacity!should!not!exceed!the!number!of!seats!available!in!the!cab.!
3. The!authorized!driver!has!adequate!driving!experience.!
4. The!vehicle!is!not!LPG!operated.!
5. It! is! advisable! that! parents! carry! out! due! police! verification! of! the! cab! driver! and! roadE

worthiness!of!the!vehicle.!Details!of!the!vehicle!and!driver’s!license!number!are!to!be!provided!
to!the!school!for!our!records.!
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6. The!telephone!numbers!of!the!cab!driver!are!kept!by!each!parent!using!that!vehicle.!
7. The! telephone!numbers!of!driver!and!cab!details! to!be!provided! to! the! transport!manager!as!

well!as!the!concerned!class!teacher.!!
!

Dispersal'Of'The'Children'Using'Personal'Or'Private'Transport'
1. Students!who!come!to!school!on!their!own!should!arrive!at!the!school!before!the!bell!rings.!!
2. No!student!is!allowed!to!come!to!school!in!a!selfEdriven!scooter/motorcycle/car.!!
3. The!school!gates!will!close!at!7:45!a.m.!
4. No! request! seeking! permission! to! allow! the! child! to! go! to! friends/relatives! houses! shall! be!

entertained. 

27. Emergency'Evacuation'
!
Emergency!plans!have!been!developed!and!will!be!distributed!to!each!staff!member.!Drills!will!be!held!
throughout! the! year! to! familiarize! students! and! faculty! with! problems! and! necessary! procedures.!
Teachers!will!give!specific!instructions!to!students!throughout!the!year.!
!
Students'should'know'and'follow'these'rules:!
!

1. Upon!hearing!the!alarm,!students!proceed!in!a!single!line!without!talking,!always!under!direct!
supervision!of!the!teacher.!!!

2. Students!will!proceed!to!an!assigned!location!outside!the!building.!All!students!should!remain!
with!their!teacher!whose!classroom!they!are!in!at!the!time!of!the!evacuation.!!!

3. Junior! Program! children! should! be! taught! that! when! they! are! out! of! their! classrooms! and!
separated!from!their!teachers,!they!should!stay!with!the!“special”!teacher!whose!classroom!they!
are!in!and!leave!the!building!by!the!nearest!exit.!!!

4. Once!students!are!safely!gathered!outside,!Class!Teachers!are!responsible!for!attendance!!
!

Emergency'Procedures'
!

Evacuation! plans! should! be! posted! in! all! corridors! It! is! the! responsibility! of! every! teacher! to!
understand!clearly!these!plans.!Drills!will!be!held!throughout!the!year!to!familiarize!students!and!
faculty!with!necessary!procedures!and!problems.!In!the!event!of!a!crisis!the!Principal!is!the!primary!
coordinator!and!the!schools!spokesperson.!The!reception!will!serve!as!the!control!center.!

!

Teacher'Evacuation'Procedures'
!

1. Make!sure!your!classroom!is!empty!and!the!door!is!closed!but!unlocked.!!
2. Accompany!your!students!to!their!assigned!areas!on!the!athletic!field!making!sure!that!students!

proceed!in!a!quiet!and!orderly!manner.!!
3. Have!your!roll!sheets!and!communication!cards!in!order!to!account!for!each!student.!
4. Music,!sports,!art!teachers,!etc.!should!escort!classes!to!their!class!teacher!in!the!designated!safe!

area.!!
5. Once!you!have!your!class!to!the!designated!area,!place!them!in!an!orderly!line!next!to!the!class,!

which!arrived!before!you.!!
6. Take!roll!and!immediately!report!the!names!of!anyone!who!is!missing!!

a. Remain! with! your! students! until! the! all! clear! has! been! sounded! or! an! administrator!
releases!you.!!

b. Accompany!your!students!back!to!your!classroom.!!
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"
Fire!

!
1. If!you!detect!a!fire,!get!a!teacher!to!activate!the!alarm.!!
2. Do!not!fight!the!fire!yourself.!!
3. Follow!the!Teacher!Evacuation!Procedures!listed!above.!!

"
Earthquake"!

!
1. At!the!first!sign!of!a!tremor!and!you!are!inside!the!building:!!

a. Drop!and!take!cover!under!a!desk!or!beside!a!heavy!object!like!a!sofa,!desk!or!wall.!
b. Turn!away!from!windows.!
c. Move!as!close!as!possible!to!the!exterior!wall.!

2. Extinguish!all!burners!and!remove!any!pots!of!hot!water.!
3. Remain!in!the!sheltered!position!until!the!shaking!subsides.!
4. After!initial!quake!and!aftershock,!evacuate!as!directed!in!the!Evacuation!Procedures.!
5. At!the!first!sign!of!a!tremor!and!you!are!outside!the!building:!!

a. Move!to!an!open!space!and!drop!down.!
b. If!you!are!in!a!vehicle,!stop!away!from!bridges,!power!lines!and!buildings!and!remain!in!

your!vehicle.!!
!

Important"Tips"In"case"of"Earthquakes:!
!

1. The!most!dangerous!thing!to!do!during!the!shaking!of!an!earthquake!is!to!try!to!leave!the!
building!because!objects!can!fall!on!you.!

2. No!one!should!leave!or!reEenter!the!building!until!an!administrator!gives!the!“All!Clear”.!!
3. No!one!is!to!leave!the!campus!until!the!administration!declares!dismissal.!!
'

Closure'of'School'during'Emergencies'
'
In!the!event!of!Civil!Unrest,!Curfew,!Terror!Attack!,!Riots!etc.!the!school!may!take!the!decision!to!keep!
the!school!closed!at!their!discretion,!keeping!in!mind!the!safety!of!children.!The!school!buses!may!not!
apply!during!such!emergencies.!The!parents!will!be!notified!about!the!changes!accordingly.!

28. Energy'Conservation:'Being'A'Green'School'
!
Being! a! caring! school! and! a! responsible! citizen! it! is! our! responsibility! to! conserve! and! observe!
sustainable!practices!for!safer!environment.!The!following!is!a!list!of!energy!conservation!measures!for!
your! information! and! action! where! appropriate.! Please! be! aware! that! this! list! is! not! necessarily!
complete,!and!we!will!all!need!to!work!together!to!save!whenever!possible.!!

1. When!leaving!an!office!or!classroom,!we!turn!off!the!lights.!!!
2. When!air!conditioning!systems!are!operating,!we!do!not!leave!doors!or!windows!open.!!!
3. We!have!installed!energy!management!systems!and!time!clocks!used!to!control!various!pieces!of!

building!equipment,!including!computers.!!!
4. Central!air!conditioning!units!are!set!at!about!27!degrees.!!!
5. We!conserve!and!recycle!water.!!
6. Report!inoperative!air!conditioning!or!leaky!faucets!immediately.!!!
7. We!urge!parents!and!staff!to!consider!carpooling!or!other!energyEsaving!practices!which!will!also!

help!with!parking!congestion.!
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29. Fees'!
'
Payment'of'Fees'and'Other'Charges:!
!
It! is! the! responsibility! of! parents! to! deposit! the! fees! and! other! charges! to! the! school! on! time.! Fees!
should! be! deposited! quarterly! in! the!months! of! April,! July,! October! and! January! by! the! 10th! of! the!
month.!A! late! fee! fine!of!Rs.!50/E!per!day!will!be!charged! from!the!11th!of! the!relevant!month! in! the!
particular!quarter.!Please!write!the!student's!name,!admission!No.,!class!and!section!on!the!reverse!of!
the!cheque/draft.!The!cheque!/!draft!should!be!A/C!Payee!crossed!and!drawn!in!favor!of!“The!Heritage!
School”.!
!
The!fee!can!be!deposited!at!the!school!office!from!9.00!a.m.!to!1.30!p.m.!on!all!working!days.!Advance 
payment of the school fee is accepted. In!situations!of!need,!the!parent!may!on!request!pay!monthly!fee. 
!
In!the!event!of!the!cheque!being!dishonored!by!the!bank!due!to!any!reason,!a!penalty!of!Rs.!500/Ewill!
be!levied!and!the!dues!must!be!deposited!by!Demand!Draft.!Fees!will!not!be!accepted!in!the!form!of!
cash!or!outstation!cheques!under!any!circumstances.!
!
In!case!the!fees!and!other!charges!due!to!the!school!together!with!the!fine!due!thereon!are!not!paid!by!
the!last!working!day!of!the!month,!the!name!of!the!student!shall!be!struck!off!the!rolls!of!the!school!on!
the!last!working!day!of!the!month.!The!child!may!be!reEadmitted!on!payment!of!all!school!dues!at!the!
sole!discretion!of!the!school.!
!
The!school!follows!the!norms!laid!down!by!the!Education!Department!while!increasing!the!fee,!which!
is! generally! up! to! ten! per! cent.! However! this! may! increase! depending! on! such! factors! as! the!
recommendations!of!Central!Pay!Commission!or!other!significant!factors.!The!school!will!make!every!
effort!to!keep!parents!informed!in!a!timely!manner.!

30. Withdrawal'
!
One! clear! calendar!months’! notice! in!writing! or! a!month's! fee! in! lieu! of! such! notice!must! be! given!
before!a!student!can!be!withdrawn.!Those!who!leave!the!school!in!the!month!of!May!must!in!all!cases!
pay!the!fee!for!the!month!of!June.!No!fee!other!than!caution!money!is!refundable!at!any!stage.!
!
Transfer!Certificates!will!not!be!issued!until!all!dues!of!the!school!are!settled.!
!
If!any!assessment!report! is!required! in!the!case!of!a!midEterm!withdrawal,!an!application! is! to!be!
given! at! least! one! month! in! advance.! At! least! seven! working! days! are! required! to! process!
withdrawal! applications! and! issue! Transfer! Certificates.! Al! the! documents! and! related! to!
withdrawal!and!fee!are!issued!by!the!Admission!Incharge.!
!
The!school'counselor,!working!with!the!program!leaders,!subject!teachers,!assessments!department!
and! guidance! department,! will! issue! the! letters! of! recommendation! and! transcripts! to! students.!
Formal!request!in!form!of!an!application!specifying!the!University!or!colleges!they!are!applying!to!and!
the!number!of!copies!required!must!be!submitted!in!the!second!week!of!August!every!year.!First!set!of!
documents!will!be!provided!at!the!cost!of!Rs!1000/E!The!subsequent!copies!will!be!charged!at!the!rate!
of!Rs!250/E!
The!students!are!expected!to!submit!their!repertoires,!and!Resume!stating!their!achievements!in!the!
school.!The!entire!process!takes!minimum!of!25!working!Days.!
!
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31. Guidelines'For'Parents'
!
Establishing'Trust'and'Communication:'Even!the!best!schools!in!the!world!can!only!have!an!impact!
on!their!students’!development!and!achievement!if!there!is!a!strong,!mutually!supportive!link!between!
the! home! and! the! school.! Parents,! teachers! and! students! must! work! to! create! a! genuine! learning!
community! that! is! characterized! by! care! and! respect,! committed! to! nurturing! children! through!
mutually!supportive!strategies!that!are!aligned!with!the!mission!and!vision!of!the!school!and!which!are!
based!on!sound!principles!of!child!and!adolescent!development!and!effective!pedagogy.!
!
In!order!for!us!to!foster!that!mutual!understanding,!as!well!as!to!ensure!the!safety!and!security!of!our!
campus,!Heritage!School!has!outlined!the!following!guidelines!which!we!request!parents!to!uphold!and!
endorse:!
!

1. Parents! are! expected! to! carry! the!parent! copy!of! the! IEcard! at! all! times!whenever! they! visit! to!
school!regardless!of!the!purpose!of!the!visit.!

2. Parents!are!requested!not!to!go!to!the!classes!directly!during!school!hours.!!
3. Parents!should!sign!in!at!the!front!gate!to!fill!in!Visitors!Pass!and!receive!a!Visitors!IDCard.!!!
4. Parents!should!not!send!items!to!school!to!be!distributed!to!students!during!school!hours,!except!

in! medical! emergencies.! We! strongly! discourage! to! send! forgotten! lunches! or! homework!
assignments!to!the!school!reception!if!the!child!had!forgotten!these!at!home,!you!are!requested!
to!refrain!from!sending!such!stuff!to!the!reception.!!

5. Parents! are! requested! to! support! their! child[ren]’s! progress! by! paying! attention! to! their!
regularity,!punctuality!and!discipline!and!by!showing!interest!in!their!work.!!!

6. Parents!are!asked!to! follow!all!written!policies,!particularly!regarding!regular!occurrences!such!
as!leaves,!tardiness!and!absences!!!

7. Parents!are!requested!to!check!the!Website!regularly!for!the!class!and!the!home!assignments!and!
remarks!meant!for!their!information.!!!

8. Parents!are!also!requested!to!visit!the!school!website!regularly,!carefully read ALL school circulars 
and check the updates and important announcements uploaded there!!

9. Parents!are!requested!to!inform!the!school!immediately!about!the!change!of!address,!telephone!
number,!eEmail!address!or!designation.!!!

10. For! problems! relating! to! school! transport,! parents! are! requested! to! contact! the! transport!
manager!instead!of!approaching!driver,!conductor!or!matron.!!!

11. Parents! should! avoid! criticism!of! a! teacher! or! the! school! in! the! presence! of! the! child,! as! this!
undermines!the!strong,!positive!relationship!between!student!and!teacher,!which!is!so!essential!
for!true!learning!to!take!place!!!

12. Parents!must! refer! to! the!School!Calendar,!date! sheets!and!other! circulars!on! the! school!web!
site!instead!of!making!inquiries!on!phone.!!!

13. Parents!are!requested!to!meet!the!class!teacher!on!the!scheduled!day!when!the!class!teacher!of!
that!class!has!made!herself!or!himself!available!or!seek!a!prior!appointment!for!the!meeting!!

14. Parents!should!advise!their!wards!to!be!careful!about!personal!belongings,!discouraging!them!
from!bringing!valuable!items!to!school.!!!

15. Parents! should! ensure! that! their! wards! do! not! bring!mobile! phones,! pen! drives! or! personal!
music!devices!to!the!school!as!these!items!will!be!confiscated!and!not!returned.!No!request!by!
the!parents!in!this!regard!will!be!entertained.!

!

Parent'Teacher'Communication'
'

1. School!diary!which!has!a!section!allocated!for!teacher/!parent!communication! is!recommended!
form!of!communication.!Parents!are!required!not!to!send!communication!on!chits!of!paper!as!
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these!can!be!misplaced!and!not!communicated!to!the!teacher.!
2. It!is!absolutely!mandatory!for!parents!to!read!and!acknowledge!the!student’s!diary!every!day!for!

any!kind!of!notes/!suggestions!or!remarks!sent!by!the!school!authority.!
3. Parents! should! also! read! and! update! themselves! on! the! circulars! and! notices! uploaded! on! the!

Student!portal.!
4. Parents! can!also! seek!appointment! from! the! teachers! through! the! school! almanac.!The! teacher!

may!fix!the!time!as!per!her!availability!of!the!Time!Table.!
5. Parents! are! also! free! to! forward! their! concerns! through! mail! at! the! email! id:!

ths.rederessal@rohini.theheritageschool.in!
6. Parent! Teacher!Meet! (PTMs)! are! another!means! of! communication,!which! happen! four! to! five!

times!a!year.!The!parents!get!an!opportunity!to!go!through!the!student’s!portfolio!of!the!work!
done!by!him/her.!However,! these!meetings!are! largely! to!have!a!broader!discussion!about!all!
aspects,! academic! and! nonEacademic! issues.! When! the! issue! (general,! academic! or! nonE
academic)!is!of!deeper!concern!and!specific!to!the!child!a!separate!one!on!one!appointment!may!
be!sought!from!the!teacher!which!she!shall!accommodate!as!per!the!availability!of!her!free!time!
slot!in!the!Time!Table.!!

7. During!the!PTM!you!are!expected!to!meet!the!teacher!according!to!your!allotted!time!or!as!per!
your!turn.!Entry!has!to!be!made!on!the!attendance!Sheet!for!the!purpose!of!attendance!and!turn!
to! meet! the! teacher.! It! is! important! to! be! precise! and! focused! on! the! important! issues.!
Respecting!everybody’s!time!is!important.!

8. Please!be!punctual!as! the!Gates!are! closed!after!15!minutes!of! the! last! time!slot!allotted! to! the!
parents.!Please!carry!the!parent!copy!of!the!ID!Card!of!your!child.!

!
Note!:!
!

a. In!the!event!a!meeting!is!necessary!with!the!Principal,!Facilitators!or!counselors!or!the!EA!will!
arrange!for!the!meeting!at!a!convenient!time.!

b. Appointments!will!be!at!the!discretion!of!the!school!based!on!the!time!schedule!and!nature!of!the!
query!and!problem.!

c. Appointments!will!be!one!on!one!basis!to!address!the!individual!issues.!
d. Representations!by!proxy!or!for!other!than!one’s!own!ward!will!not!be!entertained.!

Appointments!cannot!be!combined.!

Communicating'Concerns'
Communication! cannot! happen! unless! there! is! a! mutual! assumption! of! good! will! and! positive!
intentions,! based! on! trust! and! transparency.! When! parents! have! questions! or! concerns,! a! clear!
procedure! must! be! in! place! that! is! designed! to! lead! to! increased! mutual! understanding! and,! most!
importantly,!towards!finding!solutions!in!the!most!expedient!way!possible.!Toward!that!end,!this!is!the!
procedure!that!parents!should!follow:!
!

1. Parents!are!asked!to!communicate!with!all!school!employees!in!a!respectful!manner.!!!
a. If!the!tone!of!an!eEmail!or!SMS!is!disrespectful!or!confrontational,!the!Department!

Head!or!Programme!Leader!will!intervene!and!call!a!meeting!immediately.!!
b. If!the!tone!of!the!meeting!becomes!disrespectful!or!confrontational,!it!will!be!ended!

immediately!and!rescheduled!for!a!different!time.!
c. If! the! disrespectful! behavior! continues,! the! Principal! will! convene! a! meeting! to!

resolve!the!issue.!!
2. Parents!should!deal!first!with!the!person!who!is!most!directly!responsible!for!helping!to!identify!

a!solution.!!
a. This!means!that!for!most!issues,!the!first!point!of!contact!is!the!classroom!teacher.!!
b. For!matters!of!logistics!or!support!services!such!as!transportation!or!facilities,!it!would!
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be!the!person!in!charge!of!the!specific!service.!!!
3. Parents!must!make!individual!appointments!regarding!their!own!child[ren]’s!issues!!!

a. Delegations!representing!group!causes!do!not!generally!result!in!solutions.!!
b. Each!student’s!needs!are!different!and!need!to!be!addressed!individually.!!
c. Students,!parents!or!teachers!will!not!be!discussed!in"absentia.!!

4. When!parents!call! the!school!or!stop!by!the!reception!area,! they!are!expected!to! treat!whoever!
answers!the!phone!or!greets!them!with!the!utmost!of!respect.!!

5. Parents! must! have! an! appointment! ahead! of! time! in! order! to! meet! with! a! teacher! or! an!
administrator.!!

a. Appointments!should!be!made!in!advance!by!phone,!SMS!or!eEmail.!!!
b. Teachers!have!limited!availability!during!school!hours.!!!

6. If!the!problem!cannot!be!solved!at!the!level!of!the!classroom!teacher!or!the!person!in!charge!of!
the!area!of!concern,!then!that!person,!together!with!the!concerned!parent,!should!take!the!issue!
up!to!the!next!higher!level!which!would!be!the!program!leader!or!the!facilitator.!!

a. In! ! case! of! the! classroom! teacher,! this!would!mean!making! an! appointment!with! the!
teacher!AND!the!parent!(plus!the!student,!if!appropriate)!with!the!program!leader.!!!

• The!Program!Leader!must!agree!to!escalate!the!problem!to!the!Principal.!!!
• It!will!be!necessary!for!the!parent,!the!teacher!and!the!program!leader!to!attend!
the!meeting!with!the!Principal.!!!

b. If!it!is!a!support!issue,!then!the!head!of!function!(such!as!transportation)!along!with!the!
parent!should!make!an!appointment!with!the!Chief!Administrative!Officer!(CAO),!whose!
job!is!to!oversee!all!support!functions.!!!

• The!Chief!Administrative!Officer!must!agree!to!take!the!matter!to!the!Principal!!!
• Again,!it!will!by!necessary!for!the!parent,!the!head!of!support!function,!and!the!
CAO!to!meet!together!with!the!Principal!!!

7. The! Principal! should! not! be! expected! to! overturn! a! decision! made! by! the! person! directly!
responsible!for!the!area!of!concern!unless:!!!

a. there!are!new!circumstances!which!must!be!taken!into!account!OR!!!
b. the!Principal!deems! that! there!has!been!unprofessional!or! inappropriate!conduct—!in!

which!case,!s/he!will!take!the!matter!up!as!a!grievance.!!

Guidelines'for'Parents'Teachers'Association'
The!Heritage!School!Rohini!believes!that!the!PTA!is!an!important!and!integral!part!of!the!total!school!

program.!A!safe!environment!is!obtained!not!only!through!written!rules!and!consequences!but!also!through!

a!nurturing!environment!where!all!individuals!are!treated!with!respect!and!compassion.!Our!PTA!code!of!

conduct!should!be!viewed!as!a!means!of!strengthening!our!PTA!and!school!community.!

!

Aims%and%Objectives%of%PTA%

1. To!promote!the!welfare!of!children!at!home,!in!school!and!in!the!community.!
2. To!bring!about!a!better!understanding!between!parents!and!teachers.!
3. To!create!consciousness!among!the!parents!and!teachers!about!the!welfare!of!the!school!children.!!!!
4. To!advise!parents!and!create!consciousness!among!them!about!their!responsibility!towards!children.!!
5. To!work!for!a!harmonious!relationship!between!school!and!community.!

%

Functions%of%PTA%

1. To!make!parent&teacher!consultation!possible,!individually!as!well!as!in!groups.!
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2. To!arrange!for!parents!to!visit!the!school!on!appointment!days!and!discuss!the!progress!of!children.!
3. To!mobilize!community!resources!for!the!welfare!of!children.!
4. To!provide!opportunities!to!teachers!and!parents!to!meet!on!equal! footing!and!discuss!problems!of!

their!children!in!order!to!ensure!their!welfare.!
5. To!increase!co&operation!and!better!understanding!between!parents!and!teachers.!
6. To! arrange! for! social! get! together/programs! of! recreation! for! parents! and! teachers! and! foster! a!

community!spirit.!!
7. To!organize!activities!for!the!welfare!of!children.!

!

The!PTA!shall!comprise!of!two!bodies!:!!
A. General!Body!and!!
B. Executive!Committee!!

A. General!Body!comprises!of!all!the!parents!and!guardians!whose!children!are!studying!in!the!school.!
B. Executive!Committee!comprises!of!the!nominated/co&opted/elected!members!from!the!General!Body!

a. Principal!shall!be!the!Chairman!of!the!association.!!
b. Other!officers!bearers!are!as!follows!:!

i. Chairman! &!!1!(Head!of!the!School!–!Ex&Officio)!
ii. Vice&chairman!&!!2!&!1!male,!1!female!(One!each!from!amongst!the!Parents!and!Teachers)!!
iii. Honorary!Secretary!–!1!(from!amongst!the!Parents)!
iv. Joint!Secretary!&!!2!&!1!male,!1!female!(One!each!from!amongst!the!Parents!and!Teachers)!
v. Honorary!Treasurer!&!!1!(from!the!Teachers)!
vi. Members!&!!9!(5!from!amongst!parents!and!4!from!amongst!teachers)!!!
vii. Members!may!be!nominated!/!co&opted!by!the!Chairman!

%

Membership!!
a. All!custodian,!parents!and!legal!guardians!of!the!students!studying!in!THS!shall!automatically!be!

members!of!the!General!Body.!!
b. The!Principal!and!teachers!shall!be!the!ex&officio!members.!!
c. The!Executive!Committee!shall!comprise!of!16!members,!including!8!representatives!of!the!

parents.!Parent!members!of!the!Executive!Committee!shall!be!elected!by!the!members!of!the!
General!Body.!!

d. With!the!objective!to!provide!fair!representation!to!all!sections!of!parents,!classes!!from!Pre&
School!to!XII!have!been!clubbed!into!6!Clusters!as!under:!

Cluster%No.% Classes% No.%of%Parent%members%to%be%elected%

1! Pre&School!&Pre&Primary! 1!

2! I,!!II!&!III! 2!

3! IV!!&!V! 1!

4! VI,!!VII,!&!VIII! 2!

5! IX!!&!!X! 1!

6! XI!!&!!XII! 1!

!
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e. Election/nomination/co&option!of!the!Executive!Committee!of!the!PTA!shall!be!held!every!third!
year.!!

f. No!parent!shall!continue!to!be!a!member!or!office!bearer!of!the!PTA!of!the!school,!if!his/her!
ward!has!left!the!school.!!

g. All!the!PTA!Executive!Committee!members!shall!be!required!to!sign!and!execute!the!Code!of!
Conduct!which!covers!confidentiality!and!conflict!of!interest!and!shall!conduct!themselves!in!
accordance!with!the!values!of!the!school!as!set!forth!in!the!School’s!Vision!and!Mission!
statement.!!

h. If!any!PTA!office!bearer/member!behaves!against!the!interest!of!the!school,!violates!the!code!of!
conduct!as!specified!by!the!school,!his/her!membership!shall!be!immediately!terminated!by!the!
Chairman.!!!

i. Quorum!for!the!Executive!Committee!meeting!of!the!PTA!shall!be!one!third!of!the!total!number!
of!members!of!the!Executive!Body.!!
!

Election%to%the%Executive%Committee%of%PTA:%%
!

a. Only!those!parents,!who!have!cleared!all!the!school!dues!pertaining!to!the!period!specified!as!
per!the!notice!released!for!the!Elections!and!any!other!outstanding!dues,!are!eligible!to!file!
nomination!form!for!election!to!the!Executive!Committee!of!PTA.!

b. Only!one!parent;!viz.!either!father!or!mother!of!a!student,!shall!be!eligible!to!cast!vote!for!a!
candidate!of!a!particular!cluster,!in!which!his/her!ward!is!studying.!

c. During!voting!hours,!entry!to!the!school!compound!shall!be!restricted.!The!voter!parents!shall!
be!required!to!bring!with!them!the!Identity!Card!of!their!ward!in!order!to!gain!entry!in!the!
School!premises!for!casting!his/her!vote.!!

d. The!Executive!Committee!elections!will!be!overseen!/!conducted!by!two!Returning!Officers.!
e. The!Elections!will!lead!to!selection!of!the!Executive!Committee!members!but!will!not!determine!

which!members!take!on!which!Office!Bearer!position.!
f. The!newly!elected!Executive!Committee!members!will!then!meet!(separately)!to!decide!

amongst!themselves!which!Committee!Members!will!take!on!the!Office!Bearer!positions,!
through!a!simple!vote!among!the!respective!members!if!necessary.!

g. Should!a!position!become!open!at!any!time!during!the!school!year,!the!Executive!Committee!
may!fill!that!position!by!a!quorum!of!the!Executive!Committee.!!

%
PTA%%Committee%Meetings%:%

!

a. General!Body!meeting!will!be!held!at!least!once!in!a!year.!!
b. The!Executive!Committee!shall!meet!regularly!as!notified.!!
c. The!dates!and!times!of!the!meetings!shall!be!announced!by!email!at!THS!to!the!members!at!

least!one!(1)!week!prior!to!the!meeting.!
d. The!agenda!of!the!meetings!shall!be!announced!to!the!members!at!least!three!(3)!days!prior!to!

the!meeting.!
e. Committee!members!are!expected!to!be!present!at!all!Committee!meetings!and!for!the!duration!

of!the!meeting.!!
f. The!Secretary!ordinarily!should!be!notified!of!any!absence!at!least!three!(3)!working!days!prior!

to!the!meeting.!
g. The!Committee!meetings!shall!be!chaired!by!the!Chair!or!in!his/her!absence!by!the!Vice!Chair,!or!

in!his/her!absence,!by!any!Committee!member!chosen!by!the!Chair!or!Vice!Chair.!
!
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Code%of%Conduct:%%
!!!!!!!Members%of%the%Executive%Committee%shall:%
!

1. Abide!and!discharge!their!responsibilities!in!accordance!with!the!governing!rules!of!the!PTA.!

2. Attend!Committee!meetings!regularly!and!send!intimation!in!advance!when!unable!to!attend.!

3. Complete!documents!and!information!sheets!with!personal!details!as!required!from!time!to!time.!

4. Respect!the!privacy!of!school!staff,!children!and!that!of!other!members!as!they!carry!out!PTA!
activities.!

5. Be!knowledgeable!and!acquire!information!pertinent!to!PTA!duties!and!should!attend!to!their!
Board!duties,!as!directed,!in!a!timely!manner.!

6. Share!the!information!of!the!PTA!meetings!factually!with!parents.!

7. Disclose!and!sign!a!separate!declaration!of!interest!form!(except!an!interest!resulting!solely!from!
having!a!child!in!the!school),!personal,!financial!or!otherwise!on!any!matter!under!consideration!
and!abstain!from!participating,!discussing!and!voting!on!the!issue.!

8. Encourage!free!flow!of!information!between!members.!

9. Conduct!themselves!courteously,!constructively!and!professionally!in!all!dealings!associated!with!
the!executive!committee,!the!school,!school’s!staff,!students!and!parents.!

10. Be!subject!to!disqualification!from!the!Executive!Committee!in!the!event!of!bankruptcy!or!a!
criminal!conviction!of!a!serious!nature.!

Members%of%the%Executive%Committee%shall%not:%
1. In!any!manner!intervene!or!attempt!to!intervene!in!the!Day!to!Day!affairs!of!the!school!and!or!its!

Management.!!

2. Contravene!any!policy!or!decision!of!the!School!Management.!!

3. Use!abusive!language!and!indulge!in!character!assassination,!aggressive!or!riotous!behavior,!
misbehave!with!any!functionaries!of!the!PTA,!its!Executive!Committee!or!School!Management!in!any!
of!the!meetings!or!in!the!school!premises!whereby!damaging!the!image!and!reputation!of!the!
School!and!its!officials.!!

4. Act!as!a!selling!agent!for!themselves!or!canvasser!for!contractors,!publishers,!traders!or!other!outside!
agencies!or!persons!having!or!intending!to!have!any!dealings!with!the!School.!

5. Accept!any!contribution!or!gift,!monetary!or!otherwise,!directly!or!indirectly!connect!with!her/!his!
duties!as!a!PTA!Committee!member,!or!in!consideration!of!their!influence!or!upon!decisions!made!
by!the!Committee.!

6. Communicate!with!anyone!outside!the!organization,!print!or!electronic!media!or!any!other!persons,!
write,!subscribe!or!give!interviews!or!participate!in!talk!shows!etc.,!in!their!official!capacities!without!
expressed!permission!of!the!School!Management!or!a!resolution!of!the!PTA!Executive!Committee.!!

7. Disclose!information!acquired!in!their!capacity!as!a!Committee!member.!

8. Exploit!their!positions!on!the!Executive!Committee!for!personal!ends!or!gain!for!family!or!personal!
contacts.!

9. Cause!or!incite!any!other!person!to!cause!damage!to!the!property!or!standing!of!the!School.!
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Communication%Protocol:%

!!!!!!Members!of!the!Executive!Committee:!

1. Should!check!their!Email!accounts!and!respond!regularly!(!within!36!hours!unless!urgent),!it!
being!recognized!that!Email!will!be!the!main!form!of!communication!between!Committee!
members!and!that!it!is!the!responsibility!of!individual!members!to!ensure!that!Emails!they!send!
are!received!by!the!intended!recipients.!!

2. Should!be!respectful!and!sensitive!towards!the!feelings!of!fellow!members.!
3. Have!the!responsibility!to!treat!each!other!with!fairness,!courtesy!and!respect,!as!each!

individual!in!the!group!is!valued.!!
4. Should!listen!to!the!ideas!of!others!and!communicate!calmly!and!clearly.!!
5. Have!the!responsibility!to!use!technology!(including!social!networking!sites)!responsibly!by!not!

disrespecting!any!other!member.!
6. Should!express!their!opinion!authentically!and!respect!any!difference!of!opinion!within!the!

group.!

7. Should!recognize!the!value!of!sense!of!humor!while!doing!board!work.!Humor!is!never!at!the!
expense!of!others.!

8. Should!ensure!that!all!the!communications!in!the!group!are!directed!towards!constructive!steps!
for!the!betterment!of!the!children!and!the!School.!

Other%important%points:%

1. All!meetings!shall!be!held!only!at!the!school!premises!and!no!meeting!will!be!held!under!auspices!of!
PTA!outside!the!school!premises!or!in!a!public!place!without!the!approval!of!School!Management.!!

2. The!name!of!the!PTA!and!the!names!of!any!members,!in!their!official!capacities,!shall!not!be!used!by!
members!in!connection!with!any!of!their!private!business,!activities!of!any!NGO!or!Society,!Club!or!
Association!etc.,!of!which!either!they!are!members!or!in!any!way!associated!with,!commercial!
concern!or!for!purpose!not!related!to!promotion!of!the!objectives!of!the!PTA.!!

3. The!PTA!is!not!a!platform!for!personal!advancement!or!as!a!means!to!score!favours!with!the!
Management!or!Teachers.!!

4. No!special!treatment!is!meted!out!to!any!member!of!the!Executive!Committee!member.!!

5. No!access!to!the!confidential!data!available!with!the!school!pertaining!to!parents!and!other!school!
employees!can!be!obtained!under!any!pretext.!!

%
Members%must%follow%and%observe%ALL%the%rules%and%regulations%and%code%of%conduct%laid%down%by%
the%school%from%time%to%time%and%communicated%to%parents%through%school%diary,%parent%manuals,%
circulars%or%displayed%on%the%school’s%notice%board%or%website,%as%the%case%may%be.%Any%member%of%the%
PTA%or%the%PTA%Executive%Committee%who%contravenes%any%of%the%above%shall%forthwith%cease%to%be%a%
member%of%the%Executive%Committee.%

Guidelines'For'Social'Media'!
In!an!effort!to!help!our!children!grow!up!as!trusting!individuals!who!embrace!life!with!the!belief!that!
there!is!more!good!than!evil!in!this!world,!adults!must!consistently!exhibit!behavior!which!reinforces!
those!beliefs.!There!is!ample!research!to!indicate!that!a!child’s!trust!in!family,!friends!and!school!
impacts!their!level!of!trust!and!happiness!in!general.!Our!conduct!as!adults!on!this!forum!is!a!significant!
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reflection!of!that!trust!and!it!is!our!collective!responsibility!to!help!our!kids!keep!their!faith.!We!would!
therefore!urge!you!to!use!social!media!platforms!in!a!responsible!and!respectful!manner,!refraining!
from!spreading!rumors,!reacting!to!unsubstantiated!information!or!referring!to!individuals.!Please!
continue!to!use!our!guidelines,!as!outlined!above,!to!share!concerns.!!

32. Visitors'
'

1. All!visitors!and!alumni,!are!required!to!sign!in!at!the!security!office!and!receive!a!visitor’s!pass,!
then! report! directly! either! to! the! administration! office! or! the! Reception! upon! arrival.! ! The!
visitor’s!pass!needs!to!be!signed!by!the!person!with!whom!the!visitor!has!to!meet.  

2. All! visitors! will! be! required! to! wear! a! visitor's! I! card! while! on! campus,! then! turn! it! in! at! the!
security!office!and!sign!out!when!they!leave.! 

 

33. General'Information'

School'Timings'
'
PreEschool!&!PreEprimary:!!7:45!a.m.!to!12:20!p.m.!
Class!I!to!XII!:!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!7:45!a.m.!to!2:15!p.m.!
!

!
Students!should!report!to!school!by!7.40!a.m.!The!school!gate!shall!close!at!7.45!a.m.!!sharp.!

Essentials'to'be'Carried'Every'day'to'School'
!
Labeled!school!bag!adequate!to!accommodate!11inches!x!13!inches!size!file!
!

1. Student!ID!card!
2. School!Almanac!
3. Pens!class!V!onwards!
4. Water!Bottle!
5. Snacks!tiffin!and!lunch!tiffin!for!those!who!do!not!avail!the!Mess!facility!

'

Things'Not'to'be'Carried'to'School'
!

1. Expensive!and!flashy!items!like!watches,!jewelry,!pens,!etc.!
2. Electronic!items!like!I!Pods,!Cellphones,!Discman!/!Walkman,!PSP,!Game!Boy!
3. CDs!and!CD!Players!,!Hand!held!video!games,!etc.!
4. Toys,!balls,!and!sporting!equipment.!
5. Inappropriate!books,!magazines,!with!racist,!communal!or!obscene!literature!or!images.!
6. Sharp!items!like!cutters,!scissors,!blades!etc.!!

!
In!the!event!of!these!items!are!found!with!the!children,!they!will!be!confiscated!and!not!returned!under!
any!circumstances.!Disciplinary!action!will!be!taken!as!deemed!fit!by!the!school.!
!
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Cell'Phone'Policy'for'Students'of'Class'XI'and'XII'
!
Students!are!not!permitted!to!carry!cell!phones!to!school.!In!case!any!student!needs!to!carry!one!for!any!
specific!reason!has!to!be!intimated!to!school.!The!following!protocol!needs!to!be!followed!strictly.!
!
In!case!the!cell!phone!is!being!called!for!by!the!school!teacher,!written!permission!must!be!sought!from!
her!.!The!permission!letter!needs!to!be!produced!in!the!admin!office!to!the!Academic!Auditor.!The!cell!
phone!needs!to!be!submitted!to!the!authorized!person!and!taken!at!the!time!of!need.!
!
In!case!of!urgency!at!home!if!the!student!has!to!get!the!cell!phone!to!school,!a!permission!letter!needs!to!
be!brought!and!the!phone!needs!to!be!submitted!to!the!Academic!Auditor.!!
!
Should!the!cell!phone!be!found!with!the!student!during!school!hours,!it!will!be!confiscated!due!to!nonE
compliance!of!nonEcell!phone!policy,!and!not!returned!under!any!circumstances.!Disciplinary!action!will!
be!taken!as!deemed!fit!by!the!school.!
!
No!requests,!applications,!parents!meetings!or!appointments!for!the!same!will!be!entertained.!The!
decision!of!the!school!will!be!final!and!binding.!


